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(57) ABSTRACT 

A computer for a service provider receives from each 
member of two groups who is a user of a service via a 
mediating computer, a priority list in which member IDs of 
the other group is permuted in the priority order of a user and 
processing information that are encrypted so as not to be 
decrypted by the mediating computer. The ID of the priority 
list is encrypted with an encrypting key that is common to 
all members. The computer for a service provider performs 
matching, with ID in the priority list being left encrypted 
when the list is decrypted. The computer for a service 
provider decrypts the processing information, makes it in a 
state in which the matching result can be decrypted based on 
the processing information by only a person concerned, and 
sends it to each member via the mediating computer. 
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DEVICE, METHOD AND PROGRAM FOR 
PROVIDING MATCHING SERVICE 

0001. This application claims priority to Japanese Patent 
Application No Japanese Application No. 2006-167087, 
filed 16 Jun. 2006 and Japanese Application No. 2007 
107778, filed 17 Apr. 2007, and all the benefits accruing 
therefrom under 35 U.S.C. S 119, the contents of which in its 
entirety are herein incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a technique for 
providing a matching service, and more specifically to a 
technique for enabling the confidentiality of a priority list in 
which the members of two groups of users of the service put 
priorities on the members of the other group and the result 
of the matching to be kept. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0003) If each member of two groups, such as a group of 
Suppliers and a group of buyers, or a group of students who 
want to get a job and a group of companies which wants to 
get an employee, wants to make a pair with a particular 
member of the other group, the member whom he or she 
wants to make a pair with does not necessarily have him or 
her at the first priority on the list of whom the member wants 
to make a pair with him or her. Therefore, as a method for 
letting each of members as many as possible to make a pair 
with whom the member wants to make a pair, a method for 
each member in the two groups to order the members of the 
other groups and make a matching between the groups based 
on the priority list of each member is known. Specifically, 
according to a stable matching (see Non-Patent Document 1) 
presented in the paper by Gale and Shapley in 1962, 
so-called a blocking pair cannot be made. 
0004. It is not preferable to let members of the group 
know the contents of his or her priority list or the result of 
his or her matching, even in order to make a matching. As 
a solution to this problem, a third party provides a matching 
service can be considered. Each member sends his or her 
priority list to a service provider. The service provider, in 
turn, performs the matching based on the priority list of each 
member and then informs the member on the matching 
result. The priority list and the matching result, however, are 
confidential information, which are ones of the most impor 
tant kind of information for the company and sensitive 
information for the individual. Thus, the both sides want to 
hide the information also from the third party. 
0005. As a conventional technique for enabling a party to 
confidentially get the information which is to be confiden 
tial, a technique for providing a mediating institute between 
an information providing institute and a user who is pro 
vided with information, letting the information providing 
institute provide the information for the user via the medi 
ating institute and encrypting the information to be dealt by 
the mediating institute so as not to be decrypted by the 
mediating institute (see Patent Document 1). 
0006 Non-Patent Document 1 "College Admissions 
and the Stability of Marriage’, written by D. Gale and L. S. 
Shaplery, American Mathematical Monthly, 69" volume, 
1962, pages 9-14 
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0007 Patent Document 1 Published Unexamined 
Patent Application No. 2003-18142 

0008 Even if a user is enabled to get confidential infor 
mation by hiding destination information on the user from 
the service provider by using the abovementioned technique, 
the contents of the priority list that is required for making 
matching cannot be hidden from the service provider, letting 
the service provider identify the user at last from a priority 
list collected from each member. Then, a method for allo 
cating ID for each member, allowing only the member of the 
group to know relationship between the members and the 
IDs and sending a priority list of IDs to the service provider 
can be considered. 
0009. In the abovementioned case, whether the contents 
of the priority list or the matching result can be kept 
confidential or not depends on each members management 
of the information indicating relationship between the mem 
bers and IDs. If the information indicating the relationship 
between the members and IDs is leaked to the outside of the 
group, the service provider gets to know the contents of the 
priority list and the matching result and also identify the 
user. If a computer for a service provider is hacked, the 
information is further leaked to a third party. It is difficult to 
make all the members of the group to keep security man 
agement to avoid such an incident. 
0010. Then, the present invention intends to provide a 
device, a method and a program for providing a highly 
secured matching service that hides the contents of a priority 
list and a matching result from a service provider and a third 
party even if relationship between a member and his or her 
ID is leaked outside. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011. The present invention for achieving the abovemen 
tioned object is realized by a program for a service provider 
that provides a matching service performed on a computer 
for the service provider as below. The matching service 
treated in the present invention is a matching service for two 
groups, each of which is coprime to the other group and has 
a priority list on which each member puts members in the 
other group in the ascending order of priority. The program 
for the service provider causes the computer for the service 
provider to perform each of the steps (a) to (g) shown below. 
0012 (a) Receiving, through a mediating computer that 
mediates information exchanged between the service pro 
vider and each member in two groups who uses the service, 
from each member in the two groups, a set of his or her 
identification information encrypted with an encrypting key 
common to all member in the two groups, a priority list on 
which identification information of members in the other 
group encrypted with the common encrypting key is per 
muted in his or her priority order, and processing informa 
tion that is used for processing his or her matching result in 
a state in which the result can be decrypted by only com 
puters for persons concerned, wherein the priority list and 
the processing information are encrypted with an encrypting 
key of the service provider. (b) Storing for each of the 
received sets for each member, the priority list and the 
processing information in a matching information storing 
section in relation with his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key; (c) 
Decrypting the priority list of each member read out from 
the matching information storing section with a decrypting 
key kept in the computer for the service provider that 
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corresponds to the encrypting key of the service provider. (d) 
Performing the matching between the two groups based on 
his or her identification information of each member and the 
decrypted priority list of each member, with his or her 
identification information of each member and identification 
information of members in the other group on the priority 
list of each member being kept as encrypted with the 
common encrypting key. (e) Decrypting the processing 
information of each member read out from the matching 
information storing section with the decrypting key kept in 
the computer for the service provider. (f) Processing the 
matching result of each member in a state in which the result 
can be decrypted by only computers for persons concerned 
based on decrypted processing information of each member. 
(g) sending a set of his or her identification information 
encrypted with the common encrypting key and the pro 
cessed his or her matching result to the mediating computer. 
0013 Preferably, the common encrypting key is kept in a 
computer for a user of each member in the two groups. The 
processing information stored in relation with his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key is the same key as an encrypting key kept in 
his or her computer for a user. The processing step of (f) 
includes encrypting identification information of the coun 
terpart members who makes a pair with him or her that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key with the same 
key as the encrypting key kept in his or her computer for the 
user for each member in the two groups, and storing it in a 
matching result storing section in relation with identification 
information of each member that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key. 
0014 Preferably, the common encrypting key is deleted 
after it is used for encryption in the computer for a user of 
each member in the two groups. The processing information 
stored in relation with his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key is a 
processing list in which identification information of each 
member in the other group is encrypted with an encrypting 
key kept in his or her computer for the user and permuted in 
the priority order in his or her priority list. Then, the 
processing step of (f) includes for fetching identification 
information of the counterpart member, which is placed at 
the same position as that of the counterpart member who 
makes a pair with him or her in his or her priority list, from 
his or her processing list for each member, and storing it in 
the matching result storing section in relation with his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key. 
00.15 Yet preferably, the common encrypting key is 
deleted after it is used for encryption in the computer for a 
user of each member in the two groups. The processing 
information stored in relation with his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with the common encrypting 
key is a processing list in which his or her identification 
information is encrypted with an encrypting key correspond 
ing to a decrypting key that is kept in the computer for a user 
of each member in the other group and permuted in the 
priority order of his or her priority list. Then, the processing 
step of (f) includes fetching his or her identification infor 
mation, which is placed at the same position as that of the 
counterpart member who makes a pair with him or her in his 
or her priority list, from his or her processing list for each 
member, and storing it in the matching result storing section 
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in relation with the identification information of the coun 
terpart member that is encrypted with the common encrypt 
ing key. 
(0016 Yet preferably, the priority order of the priority list 
that is stored in relation with his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with the common encrypting 
key is permuted according to permuting information kept in 
his or her computer for the user. The processing information 
stored in relation with his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key is inverse 
permuting information for recovering the original order of 
the priority order that is permuted according to the permut 
ing information kept in his or her computer for the user. 
Then the decrypting the priority list with the decrypting key 
kept in the computer for the service provider step(c) includes 
decrypting the processing information of each member with 
the decrypting key kept in the computer for the service 
provider and recovering the original order of the priority 
order of the priority list of each member by permuting it 
based on the inverse permuting information of each member 
that is obtained as a result. The processing step of (f) 
includes creating a result list of identification information of 
members in the other group that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key so that the identification informa 
tion of the counterpart member who makes a pair with him 
or her is placed at a predetermined position, and permuting 
the created result list based on his or her inverse permuting 
information and storing it in the matching result storing 
section in relation with his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key for each 
member. 
0017. Yet preferably, the common encrypting key is kept 
in the mediating computer. Then, the identification informa 
tion of each member in the other group on the priority list of 
each member, which is received by the computer for a 
service provider, and his or her identification information are 
encrypted by the mediating computer with the common 
encrypting key. His or her identification information that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key and sent to the 
mediating computer and the identification information of 
members in the other group that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key in his or her result list sent to the 
mediating computer are decrypted by the mediating com 
puter with the common encrypting key. 
0018 Yet preferably, the matching service provided by 
the service provider is a stable matching service. 
0019. The present invention to achieve the abovemen 
tioned objects is realized by a program for a service provider 
below. The program for a service provider causes a com 
puter to execute each of the steps (a) to (i) below. 
0020 (a) Receiving from each computer for a user of 
each member in two groups who uses a service via a 
plurality of mediating computers that mediate information 
sent to the service provider, a set of his or her identification 
information that is transferred by a first transfer function that 
is selected in his or her computer, a priority list in which the 
identification information of each member in the other 
group, which is permuted in his or her priority order and 
transferred by the first transfer function, is permuted by a 
permuting function that is selected in his or her computer, a 
parameter composing a transfer inverse function which is an 
inverse function of the first transfer function, and a param 
eter composing a permuting inverse function which is an 
inverse function of the permuting function, both of which 
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are encrypted with a first encrypting key of the computer for 
the service provider, and processing information to be used 
in processing a matching result in a state in which the result 
is decrypted by only the computer for a person concerned, 
wherein his or her identification information and the iden 
tification information of each member in the other group that 
is listed in the priority list are respectively transferred by a 
plurality of second transfer functions, each of which is 
selected in each of the mediating computers. (b) Storing the 
priority list, the parameter composing the transfer inverse 
function and the parameter composing the permuting inverse 
function, and the processing information in a matching 
information storing section in relation with his or her 
identification information for the received abovementioned 
set for each member. (c) Decrypting the parameter compos 
ing the transfer inverse function and the parameter compos 
ing the permuting inverse function of each member that are 
read out from the matching information storing section with 
the first decrypting key that is kept in the computer for a 
service provider corresponding to the first encrypting key of 
the service provider. (d) Applying the transfer inverse func 
tion of each member to his or her identification information 
that is read out from the matching information storing 
section. (e) Applying the transfer inverse function and 
permuting inverse function of each member to the priority 
list of each member that is read out from the matching 
information storing section. (f) Performing matching 
between the two groups based on his or her identification 
information and the priority list of all members with his or 
her identification information and the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group on the priority list 
being transferred by the plurality of second transfer func 
tions. (g) generating a plurality of second different encrypt 
ing keys for each pair obtained as a result of the matching. 
(h) processing, for each member in the two groups, his or her 
second encrypting key and his or her matching result in a 
state in which they are decrypted by only his or her computer 
for a user based on said processing information that is stored 
in said matching information storing section in relation with 
his or her identification information. (i) Publicizing the 
processed second encrypting key and matching result of 
each member. 
0021 Preferably, the matching result is a position of the 
counterpart member who makes a pair with him or her in his 
or her priority list of a person in concerned. 
0022. Also preferably, each member can make an 
encrypted communication with the counterpart member who 
makes a pair with him or her by using the second encrypting 
key which can be decrypted in his or her computer for the 
USC. 

0023 The present invention has been described as a 
program for a service provider that is executed on the 
computer for a service provider, however, the present inven 
tion can be recognized as a storing medium that stores the 
abovementioned program, a method including each step of 
the abovementioned program and a computer for a service 
provider that reads the abovementioned program in memory 
and executes the program. 
0024. The present invention for achieving the above 
mentioned object is realized by a mediating program that is 
executed on a mediating computer, which mediates infor 
mation exchanged between a service provider and each 
member in two groups who uses the service. In the first 
embodiment of the present invention, the mediating program 
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causes the mediating computer to perform the steps below. 
a) receiving from a computer for a user of each member, a 
first set including his or her destination information, his or 
her identification information encrypted with a common 
encrypting key that is common to all members in the two 
groups, a priority list in which identification information of 
members in the other group that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key is permuted in his or her priority, 
and processing information used for processing a matching 
result in a state in which the result can be decrypted by only 
computers for persons concerned, wherein the priority list 
and the processing information are encrypted with an 
encrypting key of the service provider. b) extracting his or 
her destination information from the received first set of 
each member and storing it in destination information Stor 
ing section in relation with his or her identification infor 
mation encrypted with the common encrypting key. c) 
sending the first set of each member from which his or her 
destination information is extracted to a computer for the 
service provider. d) receiving from the computer for the 
service provider, a second set including his or her identifi 
cation information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key and his or her matching result that is pro 
cessed based on the processing information. e) reading 
destination information of the matching result from the 
destination information storing section by using his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key included in the second set with the matching 
result as an index to send the matching result to a computer 
for a user of each member having the read destination 
information. 

0025. The present invention for achieving the above 
mentioned object is realized by a program for a user that is 
performed on the computer for a user who uses the matching 
service provided by the service provider. In the first embodi 
ment of the present invention, the program for a user 
performs on a computer for a user each of the steps below. 
a) storing a table indicating relationship between each 
member in two groups who uses the service and identifica 
tion information of each member and a common encrypting 
key that is common to all members in the two groups. b) 
creating a priority list in which identification information of 
members in the other group is permuted in a priority order 
of a user, c) Encrypting the identification information of 
members in the other group on the priority list and the 
identification information of the user with the common 
encrypting key. d) creating processing information that is 
used by a service provider for processing a matching result 
in a state in which the result is decrypted by only computers 
for persons concerned with a processing key. e) encrypting 
the priority list and the processing information with an 
encrypting key corresponding to a decrypting key that is 
kept by the service provider, f) sending to a mediating 
computer that mediates information exchanged between the 
service provider and the user, a set including the user's 
destination information, the user's identification information 
encrypted with the common encrypting key, a user's priority 
list in which identification information of members in the 
other group is encrypted with the common encrypting key, 
and processing information, wherein the priority list and the 
processing information are encrypted with the encrypting 
key of the service provider, g) receiving from the mediating 
computer, the matching result of the user that is processed 
based on the processing information. h) decrypting the 
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matching result of the user based on at least either the 
common encrypting key or the processing key. 
0026. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
the mediating program causes the mediating computer to 
perform each of the steps below. a) receiving from a 
computer for a user of each member, a first set including his 
or her destination information, his or her identification 
information, a priority list in which identification informa 
tion of members in the other group permuted in his or her 
priority order is further permuted according to permuting 
information kept by him or her, and inverse permuting 
information for recovering the original order of the priority 
order permuted according to the permuting information that 
is encrypted with the encrypting key of the service provider. 
b) extracting his or her destination information from the 
received first set of each member and storing it in destination 
information storing section in relation with his or her 
identification information. c) generating a common encrypt 
ing key. d) encrypting his or her identification information 
and identification information of members in the other group 
in his or her priority list with the common encrypting key for 
the received first set of each member. e) sending to a 
computer for the service provider, a second set including his 
or her identification information encrypted with the common 
encrypting key, the priority list in which identification 
information of members in the other group is encrypted with 
the common encrypting key and inverse permuting infor 
mation that is encrypted with the encrypting key of the 
service provider for each member, f) receiving from the 
computer for the service provider, for each member, a third 
set of his or her identification information encrypted with 
said common encrypting key and a result list of identifica 
tion information of members in the other group encrypted 
with said common encrypting key that is created so that 
identification information of the counterpart member who 
makes a pair with said him or her is placed at a predeter 
mined position, wherein the identification information of 
members in the other group in said result list is permuted 
based on said his or her said inverse permuting information 
after said result list is created. g) decrypting his or her 
identification information encrypted with the common 
encrypting key and the identification information of mem 
bers in the other group that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key in the result list with the common encrypting 
key for the received third set of each member. h) reading 
destination information in the result list out from the desti 
nation information storing section by using his or her 
identification information that is included in the third set 
with the result list as an index and sending it to a computer 
for a user having the read destination information. 
0027. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
the program for a user causes the computer for a user to 
perform each of the steps below.a) storing a table indicating 
relationship between each member of two groups who uses 
the service and the member's identification information. b) 
creating a priority list in which identification information of 
members in the other group is permuted in a priority order 
of a user, c) generating permuting information for permuting 
a priority order of the priority list and reverse permuting 
information for recovering the original order of the priority 
order that is permuted according to the permuting informa 
tion. d) permuting the priority order of the priority list 
according to the permuting information. e) encrypting the 
inverse permuting information with the encrypting key 
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corresponding to a decrypting key kept by the service 
provider, f) sending to a mediating computer that mediates 
information exchanged between the service provider and the 
member, a set including the destination information of the 
user, the identification information of the user, the priority 
list in which a priority order is permuted, and inverse 
permuting information that is encrypted with the encrypting 
key of the service provider, g) receiving from the mediating 
computer, the result list of identification information of 
members in the other group that is created so that identifi 
cation information of the counterpart member who makes a 
pair with him or her is placed at a predetermined position, 
wherein the identification information of members in the 
other group is permuted based on the above mentioned 
inverse permuting information after said result list is created. 
h) fetching identification information of members in the 
other group that is placed at the predetermined position in 
the result list in which identification information of members 
in the other group is permuted according to the permuting 
information. 

0028. In another embodiment of the present invention, 
the mediating program causes each mediating computer of a 
plurality of mediating computers to execute each of the steps 
below. (a) Receiving from a computer for a user of each 
member via one or more the other mediating computers, a 
first set of his or her identification information that is 
transferred by a first transfer function that is selected in his 
or her computer for the user and transferred by a plurality of 
second transfer functions, each of which is commutative to 
the first transfer function of each member and is selected in 
each of said one or more the other mediating computers, a 
priority list in which the identification information of each 
member in the other group, which is permuted in his or her 
priority order and transferred by the first transfer function 
and by the plurality of second transfer functions, is permuted 
by a permuting function that is selected in his or her 
computer for the user, a parameter composing a transfer 
inverse function which is an inverse function of the first 
transfer function, and a parameter composing a permuting 
inverse function which is an inverse function of the permut 
ing function, both of which are encrypted with the first 
encrypting key of the computer of the service provider and 
the second encrypting key of one or more the mediating 
computer other than the one or more the other mediating 
computers, and processing information to be used in pro 
cessing a matching result in a state in which the result is 
processed by only the computer for a person concerned. (b) 
Decrypting the parameter composing the transfer inverse 
function and the parameter composing the permuting inverse 
function of each member that are included in the received 
first set with the second decrypting key kept in this medi 
ating computer corresponding to the second encrypting key 
of this mediating computer. (c) Selecting the third transfer 
function commutative to the first transfer function of each 
member to transfer the received his or her identification 
information of each member and the received identification 
information of each member in the other group that is listed 
in the priority list of each member. (d) Transferring his or her 
identification information of each member and the identifi 
cation information of each member in the other group that is 
listed in the priority list of each member, both of which are 
included in the received first set by using the selected third 
transfer function. (e) Creating a second set of the processed 
his or her identification information, the priority list, the 
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parameter composing the transfer inverse function and the 
parameter composing the permuting inverse function, and 
the processing function for the received first set of each 
member, and sending the set to either the computer for a 
service provider or a rest mediating computer that has not 
mediated yet. 
0029. In yet another embodiment of the present inven 

tion, the program for a user causes the computer for a user 
to execute each of the steps below. (a) Creating the priority 
list in which the identification information of each member 
in the other group in two groups who uses a service in a 
priority order of a user. (b) Selecting a permuting function 
for permuting the order in the priority list and a permuting 
inverse function that is an inverse function of the permuting 
function, and applying the permuting function to the priority 
list. (c) Selecting a transfer function for transferring the 
identification information of each member in the other group 
and the identification information of the user and a transfer 
inverse function, which is an inverse function of the transfer 
function, and applying the transfer function to the identifi 
cation information of each member that is listed in the 
priority list and the transfer function of the user. (d) Encrypt 
ing a parameter composing the permuting inverse function 
and a parameter composing the transfer inverse function 
with a public key of a service provider and a public key of 
a plurality of mediating computers that mediate information 
to be sent to the service provider. (e) Creating processing 
information that is used by a service provider to process 
matching result in a state in which the result is decrypted by 
only this computer for this user. (f) Sending a set of the 
processed identification information of a user, the priority 
list, the parameter composing the transfer inverse function 
and the parameter composing the permuting inverse func 
tion, and the processing function to one of the plurality of 
mediating computers. (g) recovering the matching result 
publicized by the service provider, which is processed based 
on the processing information, based on the processing 
information. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0030 These and other features, aspects, and advantages 
of the present invention will become better understood with 
regard to the following description, appended claims, and 
accompanying drawings, where: 
0031 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of a 
configuration of the entire system for providing a matching 
service according to the first embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0032 FIG. 2 shows an example of a hardware configu 
ration the computer for a user, the mediating computer and 
the computer for a service provider according to the embodi 
ment, 
0033 FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing an example of a flow 
of the matching processes according to the algorithm of 
Gale-Shapley: 
0034 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a 
functional configuration of a computer for a user according 
to the first embodiment to the third embodiment; 
0035 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a functional configu 
ration of the mediating computer according to the first 
embodiment to the third embodiment; 
0036 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a functional configu 
ration of the computer for a service provider according to the 
first embodiment to the third embodiment; 
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0037 FIG. 7a) shows an example of an identification 
table showing relationship between members and their iden 
tification information; b) shows an example of the priority 
information of the member A; c) shows the priority list of the 
member A; and d) shows the priority list of the member A 
after the identification information in the list is encrypted; 
0038 FIG. 8 shows an example of a list of destination 
information of each member kept in the mediating com 
puter; 
0039 FIG. 9a) shows an example of a list of the matching 
information of each member kept in the computer for a 
service provider; and b) shows an example of a list of the 
matching result of each member kept in the computer for a 
service provider; 
0040 FIG. 10 is a diagram showing a flowchart showing 
an example of a flow of processes provided by the matching 
service according to the first embodiment to the third 
embodiment; 
0041 FIG. 11a) shows an example of the priority list of 
the user in the matching service according to the second 
embodiment; and b) shows an example of the processing 
information of the user M in the matching service according 
to the second embodiment; 
0042 FIG. 12a) shows an example of the priority list of 
the member M in the matching service according to the third 
embodiment; and b) shows an example of the processing 
information of the member M in the matching service 
according to the third embodiment; 
0043 FIG. 13 shows an example of a functional configu 
ration of the computer for a user 100b according to the 
fourth embodiment; 
0044 FIG. 14a) shows an example of permuting infor 
mation of the member A; b) shows an example of inverse 
permuting information that makes a pair with the permuting 
information shown in a); d) shows the priority list of the 
member A after the identification information in the list is 
encrypted; and e) shows the priority list of the member A 
after the identification information in the list is encrypted; 
004.5 FIG. 15a) shows an example of the result list of the 
member A after the identification information is encrypted; 
b) shows an example of the result list of the member A after 
the order is permuted; c) shows an example of the result list 
of the member A; and d) shows an example of the result list 
of the member A after the order is reversely permuted; 
0046 FIG. 16 is a diagram showing an example of a 
functional configuration of the mediating computer accord 
ing to the fourth embodiment; 
0047 FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an example of a 
functional configuration of the computer for a service pro 
vider according to the fourth embodiment; 
0048 FIG. 18 is a diagram showing a flowchart showing 
an example of a flow of processes provided by the matching 
service according to the fourth embodiment; 
0049 FIG. 19 is a diagram showing an example of a 
functional configuration of the computer for a user accord 
ing to the fifth embodiment; 
0050 FIG. 20 is a diagram showing an example of a 
functional configuration of the mediating computer accord 
ing to the fifth embodiment; 
0051 FIG. 21 is a diagram showing a functional con 
figuration of the computer for a service provider according 
to the fifth embodiment; and 
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0052 FIG. 22 is a diagram for showing a flowchart 
showing an example of processes provided by the matching 
service according to the fifth embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0053 According to the present invention, as identifica 
tion information of members in the other group in a priority 
list of each member who uses a matching service and his or 
her identification information are encrypted with a common 
encrypting key that is common to all members and used for 
matching by a matching service provider with the informa 
tion being encrypted, highly secured matching service from 
which information such as the contents of the priority list 
and the matching result is leaked to the outside is provided. 
0054 The most preferred embodiments for implementing 
the present invention will be detailed with reference to the 
drawings. The embodiments below, however, do not limit 
the present invention described in the Claims. Nor all the 
combinations of features described in the embodiments are 
needed for the solution. The same components through the 
description of the embodiments are given the same number. 
0055 Although it is not shown in FIG. 1, the computers 
for a user 100 are connected with each other via a network, 
and each computer for a user 100 and the computer for a 
service provider 300 are connected with each other via a 
network. In the fifth embodiment to be described later, the 
plurality of mediating computers 200 mediate information to 
be sent from the computer for a user 100 in each of the two 
groups to the service provider 300. FIG. 1 is a diagram 
showing a configuration of the entire system for providing a 
matching service according to the first embodiment of the 
present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, a system for provid 
ing a matching service includes a computer for a user 100 for 
each member of two groups who use the service, a mediating 
computer 200 for mediating information exchanged between 
a service provider and each member, and a computer for a 
service provider 300 for providing the matching service. The 
computer for a service provider 300 and the mediating 
computer 200, and the mediating computer 200 and each 
computer for a user 100 are connected via a network such as 
the Internet. 
0056 FIG. 2 shows an example of a hardware configu 
ration of each of the above mentioned computers of the 
computer for a user 100, the mediating computer 200 and the 
computer for a service provider 300. Each computer 
includes a CPU peripheral section including a CPU 400, a 
RAM 410 and a video controller 415, which are connected 
with each other by a host controller 405, an input/output 
section including a communication interface 460, a hard 
disk drive 440 and a CD-ROM drive 450, which are con 
nected with the host controller 405 by an input/output 
controller 430, and a legacy input/output section including a 
super I/O controller 470 that is connected with the input/ 
output controller 430 and a flexible disk drive 480 that is 
connected with the super I/O controller 470, a flash ROM 
490 and a keyboard mouse controller 500. 
0057 The host controller 405 connects between the RAM 
410, the CPU 400 that accesses the RAM 410 with a high 
transfer rate, and the video controller 415. The CPU 400 
operates based on a program stored in the flash ROM 490 or 
the RAM 410 for controlling over respective sections. The 
graphic controller 415 obtains image data that is generated 
by the CPU 400 or the like on a frame buffer that is provided 
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in the RAM 410 and makes the image data displayed on a 
display device 420. The video controller 415 may include 
the frame buffer for storing the image data that is generated 
by the CPU 400 or the like instead. 
0058. The input/output controller 430 connects with the 
host controller the communication interface 460, the hard 
disk drive 440, and the CD-ROM drive 450, which are 
relatively fast input/output device. The communication 
interface 460 is connected with a gateway server for com 
munication (not shown) by using the Ethernet (R) protocol 
by a wired cable, or has a wired LAN card and uses a 
communication protocol based on a standard Such as IEEE 
802.11 g to communicate with other computers via a net 
work. The hard disk drive 440 stores a program and data 
used by a computer. The CD-ROM drive 450 reads a 
program or data from the CD-ROM and provides the pro 
gram or data to the super I/O controller 470. 
0059. To the input/output controller 430, relatively slow 
input/output devices such as the flexible disk drive 480, the 
keyboard mouse controller 500 and the like and the flash 
ROM 490 are connected. The flash ROM 490 Stores a boot 
program that is executed by the CPU 400 when the computer 
starts up, a program depending on the hardware of the 
computer and the like. The flexible drive 480 reads a 
program or data from the flexible disk and provides the 
program or the data to the super I/O controller 470 via the 
RAM 410. The super I/O controller 470 connects a flexible 
disk and various input/output devices via a parallel port, a 
serial port, a keyboard port, a mouse port or the like. 
0060. Now, a software configuration of each computer 
will be described. A computer program (an operating system 
and an application program) to be provided for the computer 
is provided for a user on a flexible disk or an optical 
recording medium such as a CD-ROM, a DVD, a PD or the 
like, a magneto-optical recording medium Such as MD, or 
over a network Such as for downloading the program from 
a Web site. The program is read out from the recording 
media and installed on a computer via the Super I/O con 
troller 470, or read out from another computer on the 
network, installed on the computer via the communication 
interface 460 and executed in the computer. 
0061 As an operating system that can be used on each 
computer, Windows (R) XP, Linux (R), MAC OS X from the 
Apple Computer and the like are known, however, the 
operating system is not limited to them. Each of the oper 
ating systems has a communicating function by using the 
TCP/IP protocol as a standard for preferably providing the 
communicating function required by the present invention. 
A program for a user is installed on the computer for a user 
100 a mediating program is installed on the mediating 
computer, and a program for a provider is installed on the 
computer for a service provider 300 as application programs 
respectively. Each computer has such hardware configura 
tion and Software configuration cooperating to provide Such 
functions as described in each of the embodiments. 
0062 Matching performed in the computer for a service 
provider 300 will be described first. An algorithm to be used 
for the matching is not limited in providing the matching 
service according to the present invention. If a service 
provider expects application for the service from many 
users, it can be easily Supposed that the service provider 
preferably obtains such matching as more attractive as 
possible. A stable matching can be considered as one of the 
attractive matching. 
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0063. The stable matching can be obtained when each 
member of two groups with a plurality of members, which 
are coprime to each other, has a priority list in which all 
members of the counterpart group are uniquely ordered in 
the descending order of the priority. Before describing the 
stable matching, a blocking pair will be described. When a 
Supplier company A and a buyer company B do not make a 
pair for a matching M, and the Supplier company A prefers 
the buyer company B to a buyer company C, with which the 
Supplier company A made a pair for the matching M, and the 
buyer company B, in turn, prefers the Supplier company A to 
a Supplier company D, with which the buyer company B 
made a pair for the matching M, the Supplier company A and 
the buyer company B are called a blocking pair. The stable 
matching refers to a matching in which no such a blocking 
pair is found. 
0064. The stable matching is present in any way. The 
algorithm by Gale-Shapley described in the paper listed as 
the Non-Patent Document 1 is known as an effective solu 
tion for obtaining a stable matching. The algorithm by 
Gale-Shapley will be described as an algorithm for obtaining 
Such a stable matching. It should be note, however, an 
algorithm to be used is not limited in providing the matching 
service according to the present invention. 
0065. A case where the algorithm by Gale-Shapley is 
applied to the matching between a Supplier and a buyer will 
be described. 
0066 1. First, a supplier side company offers a buyer side 
company, with which the Supplier side company most 
desires to have a transaction, for a transaction. 

0067 2. The buyer side company selects a supplier side 
company, with which the buyer side company most 
desired to have a transaction, among the offered compa 
nies and keeps the selection. 

0068. 3. The supplier side company, which is rejected to 
have a transaction, offers a buyer side company, with 
which the Supplier side company most desires to have a 
transaction next. 

0069. 4. If the buyer side company receives an offer for 
a transaction from a Supplier side company which is more 
preferable than the Supplier side company it keeps, i.e., a 
Supplier side company of higher priority, the buyer side 
company releases the previously kept selection and keeps 
the Supplier side company that newly made an offer. 

0070) 5. The processes 3 and 4 are repeated until all the 
Supplier side companies are not rejected for their offers. 

As it is apparent that the number of candidates for offering 
a transaction decreases as the processes 3 and 4 are repeated, 
the algorithm by Gale-Shapley completes in a finite period 
of time. 

0071 FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing an example of a flow 
of the matching processes. The flowchart shown here is 
applied to such cases where the number of Supplier side 
companies N and the number of buyer side companies Mare 
the same or the number of Supplier side companies N is more 
than the number of buyer side companies M. It is assumed 
that the Supplier side companies are numbered starting from 
one. It is also assumed that each company has a priority list 
in which all companies are uniquely ordered in the descen 
dant order of the priority is stored in a storage device of a 
computer that performs the matching. It is yet assumed that 
the current matching status can be checked on a status table, 
which is also stored in the storage device. Here, it is assumed 
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that the status table has a column for buyer side companies. 
The fact that identification information of a certain supplier 
side company is written in a certain buyer side company 
means that the buyer side company currently keeps the 
Supplier side company of the identification information. 
(0072. The process starts from step 900, first, 1 is set for 
the numberi of the Supplier side company as an initial value. 
Next, the status table is read from the storage device, and 
whether the identification information of the company of the 
number i is written in the status table or not is determined 
(step 905). If the identification information of the company 
of the number i is found in the status table, the process 
proceeds to step 940 to be described later. If step 905 is first 
to be performed, each column of the status table is blank, 
thus, the process proceeds to step 910. At step 910, the top 
priority buyer side company which has not been examined 
is fetched from a priority list of supplier side company of the 
number i. The term “examined means that the buyer side 
company has examined for whether it can make a pair with 
the supplier side company of the number i or not. When the 
buyer side company is fetched at step 910, the buyer side 
company in the priority list is marked to indicate that it has 
been examined for enabling determination on whether it has 
been examined or not in future. As such, the buyer side 
company that has once been examined as a candidate for a 
certain Supplier side company is never examined as a 
candidate for the Supplier side company. 
0073. Then, whether the fetched buyer side company 
currently keeps a counterpart or not is checked (step 915). 
That is performed as the column of the fetched buyer side 
company on the status table stored in the storage device is 
referred to. If a currently kept counterpart is found (step 915: 
YES), the priority list of the fetched buyer side company is 
read out from the storage device (step 920). Then, the 
priority of the counterpart company that is currently kept in 
the priority list of the fetched buyer side company is 
compared with the order of the company of the number i 
(step 925). If the order of the currently kept counterpart 
company is the higher (step 925: YES), the process returns 
to step 910. If it is NO at step 915, i.e., if the buyer side 
company currently has no counterpart, or if it is NO at step 
925, i.e., if the order of the company of the number i is 
higher than that of the currently kept buyer side company, 
the identification information of the company of the number 
i is written in the column of the fetched buyer side company 
in the status table and the status table is updated (step 930). 
0074 The process proceeds to step 940 and whether i is 
N or not is determined. That is for guaranteeing that the steps 
from 910 to 930 are performed at least once for all the 
Supplier side companies, i.e., that the matching has not 
completed without failing to consider a priority list of a 
company. If i is not N (step 940: NO), i is incremented by 
one and the process returns to step 905 (step 945). If i is N 
(step 940: YES), the status table is read out from the storage 
device and whether the status table has a blank column or 
nor, i.e., whether a buyer side company with no counterpart 
is found is present or not is determined (step 950). If the 
status table has a blank column (step 950: YES), the process 
returns to step 900 and the above mentioned series of 
processes are repeated for Such a Supplier side company with 
no counterpart. On the other hand, if the status table has no 
blank column (step 950: NO), it means that all the compa 
nies have found counterparts, thus, the process ends here. To 
a case where the number of Supplier side companies N is less 
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than the number of buyer side company M, the flowchart 
shown in FIG. 3 can also be applied. In such a case, 
however, the determination taken at step 950 needs to be 
changed to the determination of “whether identification 
information for N supplier side company are written in the 
status table or not. 
0075 Now, functions and operations of each computer 
will be described. In the present invention, the service 
provider and each member of the two groups who uses the 
service exchange information via the mediating computer 
200. Therefore, the matching result is processed in a state in 
which the result is decrypted by only computers for persons 
concerned before the matching result is sent to each member. 
Here, Some methods for processing the matching result are 
considered. Four embodiments of different processing meth 
ods will be considered below. Thereafter, the fifth embodi 
ment in which the matching result is publicized without sent 
to each member will be described. 

First Embodiment 

0076 FIG. 4 shows a functional configuration of a com 
puter for a user 100a according to the first embodiment. In 
the first embodiment, the program for a user stored in the 
hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is loaded on the RAM 
410 under the operating system's operation in response to 
the user's operation, issues a command to the CPU 400 or 
the other peripheral devices by such a process of the 
program to call a predetermined API routine of the operating 
system and causes the computer for a user 100a to function 
as a receiving section 102, a storing section 105, a priority 
list creating section 140, a first encrypting section 145, a 
processing information creating section 150, a second 
encrypting section 155, a matching information creating 
section 160, a sending section 165 and a decrypting section 
170. The storing section 105 further includes a priority 
information temporary storage area 110, an identification 
table storage area 115, a common encrypting key storage 
area 120, an encrypting key storage area 125, a processing 
key storage area 130, and an destination information storage 
area 135. Although the storage areas are shown as in the 
same storing section 105 for convenience in FIG. 4, they 
may actually be areas present in a plurality of physically 
separated storage devices, such as in the HDD 440 and the 
FD drive 480, for example. 
0077. In the embodiment, a member is selected from the 
two groups for coordinating the groups, and the selected 
member allocates each piece of identification information 
for each member and securely distributes the common 
encrypting key in a well-known method, which is common 
to all the members, by encrypting the key with a public key 
for each group. The program for a coordinating user further 
causes the computer for a user 100a to function as an 
identification table creating section 175 and a common 
encrypting key generating section 180. The identification 
table crating section 175 creates an identification table that 
indicates relationship between members and the members 
identification information by allocating Suitable identifica 
tion information for each member. The coordinating mem 
ber may directly perform the allocation of the identification 
information. In Such a case, the identification information 
table creating section 175 creates an identification table 
based on identification information for each member that is 
entered by the coordinating member from an input device 
such as a keyboard. FIG. 7a) shows an example of the 
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identification table. Here, ID represents the identification 
information allocated to a member X. The common encrypt 
ing key generating section 180 generates the common 
encrypting key that is common to all members. The common 
encrypting key generated here fulfills the conditions below. 
0078 Assuming the common encrypting key is repre 
sented as K, and the result of the identification information 
ID encrypted with the common encrypting key K is rep 
resented as enc K (ID), the common encrypting key K, 
fulfils: if enc K, (ID) enc K, (ID), ID=ID. As an 
example of an encrypting method fulfilling Such conditions, 
a private key encrypting method such as Data Encryption 
Standard (DES) and a public key encrypting method such as 
an original Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) are known. In the 
embodiment, the private key encrypting method, in which 
the same key is used for both encryption and decryption, is 
used. Any secure encrypting method other than DES, which 
is as secure as the DES or more secure than the DES, such 
as the AES, can be used, if only it is a private key encrypting 
method. The result of information X encrypted with an 
encrypting key Y is represented as enc K (X) below. The 
created identification table and the generated common 
encrypting key are sent by the sending section 165 of the 
computer for a coordinating user 100a to the computer for 
a user 100a of each member. The receiving section 102 of 
the computer for a user 100a of each member receives the 
identification table and the common encrypting key and 
stores them in the identification table storage area 115 and 
the common encrypting key storage area 120. 
007.9 The encrypting key storage area 125 stores an 
encrypting key corresponding to a decrypting key kept in the 
computer for a service provider 300a. In using the matching 
service, each member acquires an encrypting key of the 
service provider from the service provider. In the embodi 
ment, a decrypting key kept in the computer for a service 
provider 300a is a private key in a public key encrypting 
method, and the encrypting key of the service provider, 
which is acquired by the user, is a public key corresponding 
to the private key. As the public key encrypting method, the 
elliptic-curve cryptography, which is as secure as the RSA or 
more secure than the RSA, can be used as well as the RSA. 
As such, the computer for a service provider 300a generates 
a set of keys in advance and publicize the keys to be used in 
encryption on a homepage or the like to make the key of the 
service provider always available for the users of the service. 
As another method, the computer for a service provider 300a 
may generate a set of keys in response to reception of an 
application for a service from the coordinating member and 
send the key to be used to the encryption to the coordinating 
member. 

0080. The priority information temporary storage area 
110 stores priority information of members in the counter 
part group, which are entered by a user who is a user of the 
computer for a user 100a, from an input device Such as a 
keyboard. FIG. 7b) shows an example of the priority infor 
mation of the member A. Here, members E, F, G, ... in the 
table are members belonging to the counterpart group from 
the viewpoint of the member A. The priority list creating 
section 140 creates the priority list in which identification 
information of the counterpart members are permuted in the 
priority order of the user by using the priority information of 
the members in the counterpart group read out from the 
priority information temporary storage area 110 and an 
identification table indicating relationship between the 
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members and their identification information read out from 
the identification table storage area 115. With reference to 
the examples of FIG. 7a) and b), the priority list creating 
section 140 of the member A copies the table of FIG.7b) and 
sorts the copied table in the descending order of the priority. 
In the permuted table, the priority list creating section 140 
updates the members names with the identification infor 
mation read out from the table of FIG. 7a). In this manner, 
the priority list shown in FIG. 7c) is finally crated. In the 
embodiment, the priority information in the priority infor 
mation temporary storage area 110 is deleted from the 
computer for a user 100a after the priority list is created. 
0081. The first encrypting section 145 receives the pri 
ority list and identification information of the user from the 
priority list creating section 140 and encrypts the identifi 
cation information of the members of the counterpart group 
in the priority list and the identification information of the 
user with the common encrypted key read out from the 
common encrypting key area 120 respectively. FIG. 7d) 
shows the priority list of the member A after the first 
encrypting section 145 encrypted the identification informa 
tion. 
0082. The processing information creating section 150 
reads out a processing key from the processing key storage 
area 130 and creates processing information to be used by 
the service provider to process the matching result in a state 
in which the matching result is decrypted only by the 
computer for a user 100a. In the embodiment, the processing 
key is an encrypting key kept in the computer for a user 100a 
and the processing information is a copy of the encrypting 
key. That is, in the first embodiment, the matching result is 
encrypted with a private key encrypting method by which 
encryption and decryption are performed by the same key. 
0083. The second encrypting section 155 reads the public 
key of the service provider out from the encrypting key 
storage area 125 and encrypts the priority list passed from 
the first encrypting section 145 and the processing informa 
tion passed from the processing information creating section 
150 with the public key, respectively. The destination infor 
mation storage area 135 stores the destination information of 
the user to be used for specifying an address to which data 
is sent when it exchanges data via the network, Such as an 
electric-mail address. 

0084. The matching information creating section 160 
creates a set of matching information from the destination 
information of the user read out from the destination infor 
mation storage area 135, the identification information of the 
user, which is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
passed from the first encrypting section 145, the priority list, 
which is encrypted with the public key of the service 
provider passed from the second encrypting section 155, and 
the processing information, which is also encrypted with the 
public key of the service provider. A format for the set of the 
matching information is not limited, though, the format is 
decided among the computer for a user 100a, the mediating 
computer 200a and the computer for a service provider 
300a, letting each member to use the common format. The 
sending section 165 sends the set of matching information 
passed from the matching information creating section 160 
to the mediating computer 200a. 
0085. The receiving section 102 also receives the match 
ing result of the user, which is encrypted by the service 
provider based on the processing information from the 
mediating computer 200a. The decrypting section 170 
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decrypts the matching result passed from the receiving 
section 102 based on at least one of the common encrypting 
key stored in the common encrypting key storage area 120 
and the processing key stored in the processing key storage 
area 130. In the embodiment, the decrypting section 170 
finally obtains the matching result by decrypting the match 
ing result with the encrypting key as the processing key read 
out from the processing key storage area 135 and further 
decrypting the result with the common encrypting key read 
out from the common encrypting key storage area 120. 
I0086 FIG. 5 shows a functional configuration of the 
mediating computer 200a according to the first embodiment. 
In the first embodiment, the mediating program stored in the 
hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is loaded on the RAM 
by the operation of the operating system in response to the 
user's operation, issues a command for the CPU 400 and the 
other peripheral appliances by the program’s processes Such 
as calling a predetermined API routine of the operating 
system and causes the mediating computer 200a to function 
as a receiving section 205, the matching information tem 
porary storing section 210, an destination information 
extracting section 215, an destination information storing 
section 220, a sending section 225, a matching result tem 
porary storing section 230 and an destination information 
deciding section 235. As each of the storing section, the 
HDD 440, for example, can be used. As the mediating 
computer 200a is for coordinating the destination informa 
tion of the service user while hiding the destination infor 
mation of the service user from the service provider, it is 
preferably realized by a computer for a member selected as 
a coordinator. 

I0087. The receiving section 205 receives the set of the 
matching information from each of the computers for a user 
100a. The set of the matching information received by the 
mediating computer 200a includes his or her destination 
information, his or her identification information, which is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key, the priority list, 
in which identification information of members in the coun 
terpart group that are encrypted with the common encrypting 
key are permuted in the priority order, and the processing 
information used for processing the matching result in a 
state in which the matching result is decrypted by only 
computers for persons concerned. The priority list and the 
processing information are encrypted with the public key of 
the service provider. 
I0088. The matching information temporary storing sec 
tion 210 temporally stores the received set of matching 
information of each member. The destination information 
extracting section 215 reads the set of matching information 
of each member from the matching information temporary 
storing section 210, extracts his or her destination informa 
tion from there, and stores the information in the destination 
information storing section 220 in relation with his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key included in the read out set. The above 
mentioned mediating computer 200a knows the format of 
the set of the matching information sent from the computer 
for a user 100a in advance. The extraction of the destination 
information is performed by using the place or the file name 
of the destination information in the set of the matching 
information, for example. If the place information is used, 
padding is performed so that the place of the other infor 
mation is changed due to the extraction of the destination 
information. FIG. 8 shows an example of a list of destination 
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information stored in the destination information storing 
section 220. The set of the matching information, from 
which the destination information is extracted, is sent by the 
sending section 225 to the computer for a service provider 
300a. 

I0089. The receiving section 205 receives the set of 
matching result information including his or her matching 
result that is encrypted based on his or her identification 
information and the processing information that are 
encrypted with the common encrypting key. The matching 
result temporary storing section 230 temporally stores the 
received set of the matching result information of each 
member. 
0090 The destination information deciding section 235 
reads out the set of the matching result information from the 
matching result temporary storing section 230. Then, the 
destination information deciding section 235 reads the des 
tination information of the matching result from the desti 
nation information storing section 220 by using his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key included in the set of the matching result 
information as the matching result as an index. The desti 
nation information deciding section 235 passes the destina 
tion information and the matching result to the sending 
section 225. Then, the sending section 225 sends the 
received matching result to a computer for a user 100a 
having the destination information received from the desti 
nation information deciding section 235. 
0091 FIG. 6 shows a functional configuration of the 
computer for a service provider 300a according to the first 
embodiment. In the first embodiment, the program for a 
service provider stored in the hard disk of the hard disk drive 
440 is loaded on the RAM 410 by the operation of the 
operating system in response to the user's operation, issues 
a command for the CPU 400 and the other peripheral 
appliances by the program’s processes Such as calling a 
predetermined API routine of the operating system and 
causes the computer for a service provider 300a to function 
as a receiving section 310, a matching information storing 
section 320, a decrypting key storing section 330, a list 
decrypting section 340, a processing information decrypting 
section 350, a matching performing section 360, a process 
ing section 370, a matching result storing section 380 and a 
sending section 390. As each of the above mentioned storing 
section, the HDD 440, for example, can be used. 
0092. The receiving section 310 receives the set of the 
matching information from each computer for a user 100a 
via the mediating computer 200a. The set of the matching 
information received at the computer for a service provider 
300a includes his or her identification information that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key, the priority list 
in which identification information of members in the coun 
terpart group that are encrypted with the common encrypting 
key are permuted in his or her priority order, and the 
processing information to be used for processing the match 
ing result in a state in which the matching result is decrypted 
by only computers for persons concerned 100a. Here, the 
priority list and the processing information are encrypted 
with the public key of the service provider. In the embodi 
ment, the processing information is the same private key as 
that kept in the computer for a user 100a as mentioned 
above. 
0093. The matching information temporary storing sec 
tion 320 stores the received set of the matching information 
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of each member in relation with his or her identification 
information, which is the priority list and the processing 
information encrypted with the common encrypting key. As 
an example, the matching information temporary storing 
section 320 stores a list of the set of matching information 
in which a pointer indicating the place where the priority list 
and the processing information are stored is related with his 
or her identification information that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key, as shown in FIG. 9a). As men 
tioned above, the computer for a service provider 300a 
knows the format of the set of the matching information sent 
from the computer for a user 100a in advance. The identi 
fication of each piece of information in the received set of 
matching information is performed by using the place and 
the file name of the information in the set of the matching 
information, for example. The decrypting key storing sec 
tion 330 stores a private key corresponding to the public key 
of the service provider. The list decrypting section 340 reads 
the priority list of each member and his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with the common encrypting 
key from the matching information temporary storing sec 
tion 320 and decrypts the priority list of each member with 
the private key read out from the decrypting key storing 
section 330. Then, the list decrypting section 340 passes the 
decrypted priority list of each member to the matching 
performing section 360 in relation with the respective mem 
bers’ identification information that are encrypted with the 
common encrypting key. 
I0094. The matching performing section 360 performs 
matching based on his or her identification information and 
the decrypted priority list of all the members, with his or her 
identification information and the identification information 
of members in the counterpart group in the priority list being 
as they are as encrypted with the common encrypting key. 
Specific matching methods are as described above. In the 
present invention, identification information of each mem 
ber in the priority list is encrypted. As the encryption is 
performed by using the common encrypting key K, that is 
common to all the members and if enc K (ID) enc K. 
(ID), i.e., if the identification information after encryption 
is the same, ID-ID, i.e., the identification information is 
also the same. Thus, the abovementioned matching method 
can be used as it is. It is a matter of course that the matching 
result is the identification information of the counterpart that 
is encrypted with the common encrypting key and not the 
identification information of the counterpart who made a 
pair with his or her. The matching performing section 360 
passes the matching result of each member to the processing 
section 370 in relation with the identification information of 
each member that is encrypted with the common encrypting 
key. 
0.095 The processing information decrypting section 350 
reads the processing information of each member and his or 
her identification information that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key from the matching information 
temporary storing section 320 and decodes the processing 
information of each member with the private key read out 
from the decrypting key storing section 330. Then, the 
processing information decrypting section 350 passes the 
processing information of each member to the processing 
section 370 in relation with the respective members’ iden 
tification information that are encrypted with the common 
encrypting key. The processing section 370 processes the 
matching result of each member received from the matching 
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performing section 360 in a state in which the matching 
result is decrypted by only computers for persons concerned 
100a based on the decrypted processing information of each 
member. 
0096. That is, the processing section 370 according to the 
present invention encrypts the matching result of each 
member with the same private key as that kept in his or her 
computer for a user. Then, the processing section 370 stores 
the processed matching result in the matching result storing 
section 380 in relation with his or her identification infor 
mation that is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
for each member. FIG.9b) shows an example of a list of the 
matching result that is stored in the matching result storing 
section 380. Here, Kindicates the private key of a member 
Y. The sending section 390 sends the set of the matching 
result information including his or her identification infor 
mation that is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
and the processed his or her matching result that are read out 
from the matching result storing section 380 to the mediat 
ing computer 200a. 
0097. Now, an example of a flow of providing a matching 
service according to the first embodiment will be described 
with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 10. First, the computer 
for a service provider 300a generates a set of keys of a public 
key K and a private key Ks (step 500), and publicize the 
public key K on the home page or the like (step 505). Here, 
the private key Ks is stored in the decrypting key storing 
section 330 of the computer for a service provider 300a. The 
computer for a user 100a obtains the public key K by 
downloading it from the home page of the computer for a 
service provider 300a or the like and stores it in the 
encrypting key storage area 125 of the computer for a user 
100a (step 510). 
0098. The computer for a coordinating user 100a gener 
ates the common encrypting key K, that is common to all 
members (step 515), and creates an identification table 
indicating relationship between the members and their iden 
tification information IDs (step 520). Then, the computer for 
a coordinating user 100a sends the common encrypting key 
K, and the identification table to a computer for a user 100a 
of each member (step 525). Here, it is assumed that the 
computer for a coordinating user 100a plays a role of the 
mediating computer 200a. The computer for a user 100a 
receives the identification table and the common encrypting 
key K, and stores them in the common encrypting key 
storage area 120 and the identification table storage area 115, 
respectively (step 530). 
0099. The computer for a user 100a creates the priority 

list in which identification information IDs of the counter 
part members are permuted in the priority list of the user by 
using the priority information read out from the priority 
information temporary storage area 110 and the identifica 
tion table read out from the identification table storage area 
115 (step 535). Then, the computer for a user 100a encrypts 
the identification information ID in the priority list and the 
identification information ID of the user with the common 
encrypting key K, read out from the common encrypting 
key storage area 120 (step 540). 
0100. The computer for a user 100a reads out the 
encrypting key of the computer for a user 100a from the 
processing key storage area 130 and makes the copy of the 
encrypting key as the processing information (step 545). 
Then, the computer for a user 100a encrypts the priority list 
and the processing information with the public key K of the 
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service provider read out from the encrypting key storage 
area 125 (step 550). Finally, the computer for a user 100a 
reads out the destination information of the user from the 
destination information storage area 135, creates a set of 
matching information with his or her identification informa 
tion ID that is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
K, the priority list that is encrypted with the private key K. 
of the service provider, and the processing information that 
is also encrypted with the public key K of the service 
provider, and sends the set to the mediating computer 200a 
(step 555). 
0101 The mediating computer 200a receives the set of 
matching information from the computer for a user of each 
member 100a (step 560). Then, the mediating computer 
200a extracts destination information from the received set 
of matching information of each member and stores the 
destination information in the destination information Stor 
ing section 220 in relation with his or her identification 
information ID that is encrypted with the common encrypt 
ing key K, included in the same set of matching information 
(step 565). Finally, the mediating computer 200a sends each 
set of matching information from which the destination 
information is extracted to the computer for a service 
provider 300a (step 570). 
0102 The computer for a service provider 300a receives 
the set of matching information of each member and stores 
it in the matching information temporary storing section 320 
(step 575). Next, the computer for a service provider 300a 
decrypts the priority list of each member with the private key 
Ks of the service provider that is read out from the decrypt 
ing key storing section 330 (step 580). Then, the computer 
for a service provider 300a performs the matching between 
the two groups based on his or her identification information 
ID and the decrypted priority list, while keeping his or her 
identification information ID and the identification informa 
tion ID of members of the counterpart group in the priority 
list as encrypted with the common encrypting key K (step 
585). The identification information ID of the counterpart, 
which is the matching result, is obtained as encrypted with 
the common encrypting key K, as mentioned above. 
(0103) The computer for a service provider 300a also 
decrypts the processing information of each member with 
the private key Ks of the service provider that is read out 
from the decrypting key storing section 330 and obtains the 
encrypting key of the member (step 590). Then, the com 
puter for a service provider 300a encrypts the matching 
result of each member with the encrypting key of the 
member and processes the matching result so that it can only 
be decrypted by himself or herself (step 595). Finally, the 
computer for a service provider 300a sends a set of matching 
information including his or her identification information 
ID that is encrypted with the common encrypting key K, 
and the processed matching result to the mediating computer 
200a (step 600). 
0104. The mediating computer 200a receives the set of 
matching result information of each member (step 605). 
Then, the mediating computer 200a reads the address of the 
matching result from the destination information storing 
section 220 by using his or her identification information ID 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key K, 
included in the same set as the matching result as an index 
(step 610), and sends the matching result to a computer for 
a user 100a having the read destination information (step 
615). 
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0105. The computer for a user 100a receives his or her 
matching result (step 620). Then, the computer for a user 
100a finally obtains the identification information ID of the 
counterpart, which is the matching result, by decrypting the 
matching result with the private key read out from the 
processing key storage area 130 and further decrypting the 
result with the common encrypting key K, read out from the 
common encrypting key storage area 120 (step 625). 
0106. As mentioned above, in the first embodiment, the 
identification information of members of the counterpart 
group in the priority list and his or her identification infor 
mation are used for matching in the computer for a service 
provider as it is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
that is common to the members. Therefore, the identification 
information of the counterpart, which is the matching result, 
is also obtained as encrypted with the common encrypting 
key. Therefore, even if relationship between the members 
and their identification information is leaked outside, neither 
the contents of the priority list nor the matching result is 
known to the service provider or a third party. In the first 
embodiment, it is described that the processing information 
is a copy of the encrypting key kept in the computer for a 
user 100a and is for encrypting the matching result by using 
the private key encrypting method. The processing informa 
tion may be a decrypting key kept in the computer for a user 
100a and the processing information may be an encrypting 
key corresponding to the decrypting key. That is, the match 
ing result may be encrypted by using a public key encrypting 
method. 

Second Embodiment 

0107 Providing of the matching service according to the 
second embodiment and the third embodiment to be 
described later is basically the same as providing of the 
service according to the first embodiment except for the 
contents of the processing information and the processing 
key. Then, configurations and operations different from 
those in the matching service according to the first embodi 
ment will be described in the second embodiment and the 
third embodiment to be described later. 

0108 First, the processing key, the contents of the pro 
cessing information and a method for creating the process 
ing information according to the second embodiment will be 
described with reference to FIG. 4. The processing key that 
is stored in the processing information storing area 130 of 
the computer for a user 100a according to the second 
embodiment is a key that is only kept in the computer for a 
user 100a of the user, which is an encrypting key in the 
private key encrypting method by which encryption and 
decryption are performed by the same key. The processing 
information creating section 150 creates an encrypted list as 
the processing information by encrypting the identification 
information of each member in the other group read out from 
the identification table storage area 115 with the encrypting 
key as a processing key and permuting the information 
according to the priority order of each member read out from 
the priority information temporary storage area 110. FIG. 11 
shows an example of the processing information of the 
member A according to the embodiment. FIG. 11a) shows 
the priority list of the member A, and FIG. 11b) shows an 
example of the processing information of the member A. 
Here, K. represents the encrypting key of the member A. 
In the second embodiment, the priority information stored in 
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the priority information temporary storage area 110 is 
deleted from the computer for a user 100a after the process 
ing information is created. 
0109) Now, how the processing information is treated in 
the computer for a user 100a and the computer for a service 
provider 300a after the processing information is created 
will be described with reference to FIG. 10. The encrypted 
list created by the processing information creating section 
150 of the computer for a user 100a is encrypted with the 
public key K of the service provider by the second encrypt 
ing section 155 (step 550), and sent to the computer for a 
service provider 300a via the mediating computer 200a as a 
piece of matching information (step 555, step 570). In the 
second embodiment, the common encrypting key K, of the 
common encrypting key storing area 120 is deleted from the 
computer for a user 100a after step 540. 
0110. The encrypted list of each member that is received 
by the computer for a service provider 300a is decrypted 
with the private key K of the service provider by the 
processing information decrypting section 350 (step 590), 
and passed to the processing section 370 in relation with his 
or her identification information ID that is encrypted with 
the common encrypting key K. The matching performing 
section 360 according to the embodiment passes his or her 
identification information ID that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key K, and the order of the counterpart 
member who makes a pair with him or her in his or her 
priority list to the processing section 370 as the matching 
result. The processing section 370 processes the matching 
result in a state in which the result is decrypted by only a 
computer for a person concerned by fetching the identifica 
tion information of the counterpart member that is placed at 
the same order as that of the counterpart member who makes 
a pair with him or her in his or her priority list from his or 
her encrypted list for each member. Then, the processing 
section 370 stores the fetched identification information of 
the counterpart member in the matching result storing sec 
tion 380 in relation with his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with the common encrypting key K (step 
595). 
0111 Processing of the matching performing section 360 
and the processing section 370 will be detailed by taking the 
member A as an example. It is assumed that the matching 
performing section 360 obtains enc K (ID) as the other 
half of a pair with enc K (ID) as a result of the matching. 
Then, the matching performing section 360 reads out the 
order of enc K, (ID), i.e., the order 2 from the priority list 
of the member A shown in FIG. 7d). The processing section 
370 receives the order 2 from the matching performing 
section 360, and fetches information placed at the order 2, 
i.e., enc K (ID) from the processing information of the 
member Ashown in FIG. 11b). Then, the processing section 
370 stores enc K (ID) in the matching result storing 
section 380 in relation with enc K (ID). As such, the 
identification information of the counterpart member 
fetched from his or her encrypted list is encrypted with the 
encrypting key that is kept in his or her computer for a user 
100. 

0112 The sending section 390 sends a set of matching 
result information including his or her identification infor 
mation ID that is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
K, and the identification information ID of the counterpart 
member who makes a pair with him or her that is encrypted 
with the encrypting key that is kept in his or her computer 
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for a user 100a to the computer for a user 100a via the 
mediating computer 200a (step 600, step 615). The receiv 
ing section 102 of the computer for a user 100a receives the 
matching result (step 620) and passes the received matching 
result to the decrypting section 170. The decrypting section 
170 finally obtains the identification information ID of the 
counterpart member by decrypting the matching result with 
the decrypting key of the computer for a user 100a that is 
read out from the processing key storing area 130 (step 625). 
0113. As mentioned above, in the second embodiment, 
the identification information of all members in the other 
group, which can be a matching result, is sent to the 
computer for a service provider 300a after encrypted with 
the encrypting key of the user in the computer for a user 
100a. For that reason, the encrypting key of the computer for 
a user 100a needs not to be sent to the computer for a service 
provider 300a. As the matching result needs not to be 
encrypted in the computer for a service provider 300a, the 
common encrypting key is not used in encrypting the 
matching result. Accordingly, as the common encrypting key 
needs not to be kept in the computer for a user 100a for 
decrypting the matching result, the common encrypting key 
can be deleted after the matching information is created. In 
other words, the computer for a user 100a needs not to 
manage the common encrypting key. That means, with the 
common encrypting key, security of the matching service for 
keeping confidentiality of the contents of the priority list or 
the matching result is further enhanced. 

Third Embodiment 

0114 AS mentioned above, only configurations and 
operations different from those in providing a matching 
service according to the first embodiment will be described 
here. First, the processing key, the contents of the processing 
information and a method for creating the processing infor 
mation according to the third embodiment will be described 
with reference to FIG. 4. 
0115 The processing key that is stored in the processing 
key storing area 130 of the computer for a user 100a 
according to the third embodiment is an encrypting key 
corresponding to the decrypting key that is kept in the 
computer for a user 100a of each member in the other group 
and a decrypting key that is kept in his or her computer for 
a user 100a. In the embodiment, a decrypting key that is kept 
in the computer for a user 100a of each member in the other 
group and him or her respectively is a private key in the 
public key encrypting method, and an encrypting key of 
each member in the other group that is stored in the 
processing key storage area 130 is a public key correspond 
ing to the private key of each member. The processing 
information creating section 150 creates an encrypted list as 
the processing information by encrypting his or her identi 
fication information read out from the identification table 
storage area 115 with the public key of each member in the 
other group read out from the processing key storage area 
130 and permuting it according to the priority information of 
the member read out from the priority information tempo 
rary storage area 110. FIG. 12 shows an example of the 
processing information of the member A according to the 
embodiment. FIG. 12a) shows the priority list of the mem 
ber A, and FIG. 12b) shows an example of the processing 
information of the member A. Here, K, represents the 
public key of the member Y. In the third embodiment, the 
priority information stored in the priority information tem 
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porary storage area 110 is deleted from the computer for a 
user 100a after the processing information is created. 
0116 Now, how the processing information is treated in 
the computer for a user 100a and the computer for a service 
provider 300a after the processing information is created 
will be described with reference to FIG. 10. The encrypted 
list created by the processing information creating section 
150 is encrypted with the public key K of the service 
provider by the second encrypting section 155 (step 550), 
and sent to the computer for a service provider 300a via the 
mediating computer 200a as a piece of matching informa 
tion (step 555, step 570). In the third embodiment, the 
common encrypting key K of the common encrypting key 
storing area 120 is deleted from the computer for a user 100a 
after step 540. 
0117 The encrypted list of each member that is received 
by the computer for a service provider 300a is decrypted 
with the private key Ks of the service provider by the 
processing information decrypting section 350 (step 590), 
and passed to the processing section 370 in relation with his 
or her identification information ID that is encrypted with 
the common encrypting key K. The matching performing 
section360 according to the embodiment passes the order of 
the counterpart member who makes a pair with him or her 
in his or her priority list and the identification information ID 
of the counterpart member that is encrypted with the com 
mon encrypting key K, to the processing section 370 in 
relation with his or her identification information ID that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key K, as the 
matching result. The processing section 370 processes the 
matching result in a state in which the result is decrypted by 
only a computer for a person concerned by fetching his or 
her identification information that is placed at the same order 
as that of the counterpart member who makes a pair with 
him or her in his or her priority list from his or her encrypted 
list for each member. Then, the processing section 370 stores 
the fetched his or her identification information in the 
matching result storing section 380 in relation with the 
identification information of the counterpart member that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key K, (step 595). 
0118 Processing of the matching performing section 360 
and the processing section 370 will be detailed by taking the 
member A as an example. It is assumed that the matching 
performing section 360 obtains enc K (ID) as the other 
half of a pair with enc K (ID) as a result of the matching. 
Then, the matching performing section 360 reads out the 
order of enc K, (ID), i.e., the order 2 from the priority list 
of the member A shown in FIG. 7d). The processing section 
370 receives the order 2 from the matching performing 
section 360, and fetches information placed at the order 2, 
i.e., enc K. (ID) from the processing information of the 
member Ashown in FIG.12b). Then, the processing section 
370 stores enc K (ID) in the matching result storing 
section 380 in relation with enc K (ID). As such, his or 
her identification information fetched from his or her 
encrypted list is encrypted with the public key correspond 
ing to the private key that is kept in the computer for a user 
100a of the counterpart member. 
0119 The sending section 390 sends a set of matching 
result information including his or her identification infor 
mation ID that is encrypted with the common encrypting key 
K, and the identification information ID of the counterpart 
member who makes a pair with him or her that is encrypted 
with the public key corresponding to the private key that is 
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kept in his or her computer for a user 100a to the computer 
for a user 100a via the mediating computer 200a (step 600, 
step 615). The receiving section 102 of the computer for a 
user 100a receives the matching result (step 620) and passes 
the received matching result to the decrypting section 170. 
The decrypting section 170 finally obtains the identification 
information ID of the counterpart member by decrypting the 
matching result with the private key of the computer for a 
user 100a that is read out from the processing key storing 
area 130 (step 630). 
0120. As mentioned above, in the third embodiment, self 
identification information, which can be a matching result to 
the members in the other group, is sent to the computer for 
a service provider 300a after previously encrypted with the 
encrypting key corresponding to the decrypting key that is 
kept by the counterpart in the computer for a user 100a. For 
that reason, the encrypting key of the computer for a user 
100a needs not to be sent to the computer for a service 
provider 300a. As the matching result needs not to be 
encrypted in the computer for a service provider 300a, the 
common encrypting key is not used in encrypting the 
matching result. Accordingly, as the common encrypting key 
needs not to be kept in the computer for a user 100a for 
decrypting the matching result, the common encrypting key 
can be deleted after the matching information is created. In 
other words, the computer for a user 100a needs not to 
manage the common encrypting key. That means, with the 
common encrypting key, security of the matching service for 
keeping confidentiality of the contents of the priority list or 
the matching result is further enhanced. 

Fourth Embodiment 

0121 Unlike in the first embodiment to the third embodi 
ment, the identification information of each member is 
encrypted in the mediating computer 200a in the fourth 
embodiment. Therefore, the computer for a user 100a 
encrypts the priority list Such that the mediating computer 
200a can access the identification information in the priority 
list. FIG. 13 shows a functional configuration of the com 
puter for a user 100b according to the fourth embodiment. 
As shown in FIG. 13, the computer for a user 100b accord 
ing to the fourth embodiment does not include the priority 
information temporary storage area 110, the a common 
encrypting key storage area 120, and the first encrypting 
section shown in FIG. 4. The computer for a user 100b 
according to the embodiment includes a permuting/inverse 
permuting information generating section 185 in place of the 
processing information creating section 150 shown in FIG. 
4, a permuting/inverse permuting information storing area 
190 in place of the processing key storage area 130 shown 
in FIG. 4, and an encrypting section 195 in place of the 
second encrypting section 155 shown in FIG. 4. 
0122. As such, in the fourth embodiment, the program for 
a user stored in the hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is 
loaded in the RAM 410 by the operation of the operating 
system in response to the user's operation. The program 
causes the computer for a user 100b to function as the 
receiving section 102, the storing section 105, the priority 
list creating section 140, the permuting/inverse permuting 
information generating section 185, the encrypting section 
195, the matching information creating section 160, the 
sending section 165 and the decrypting section 170 by 
issuing a command to the CPU 440 or the other peripheral 
devices with Such an operation as to call a predetermined 
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API routine of the operating system. The storing section 105 
includes the identification table storage area 115, the 
encrypting key storage area 125, the permuting/inverse 
permuting information storing area 190 and the destination 
information storage area 135. Although the storing areas are 
shown as in the same storing section 105 in FIG. 13 for 
convenience, they may actually be areas present in a plu 
rality of physically separated storing devices Such as the 
HDD 440, the FD drive 480 and the like. 
(0123. In the embodiment, a member who selected as a 
coordinator of the two groups allocates the identification 
information to each member. Then, the program for a user of 
the coordinator further causes the computer for a user 100b 
as the identification table creating section 175. As the 
identification table storage area 115, the encrypting key 
storage area 125, and the destination information storage 
area 135 in the computer for a user 100b as well as the 
identification table creating section 175 are the same as 
those in the first embodiment to the third embodiment, they 
will be omitted from the description here. The encrypting 
key of the service provider that is stored in the encrypting 
key storage area 125 is a public key of a service provider 
also in the embodiment. 

0.124. The priority list creating section 140 creates the 
priority list in which the identification information of the 
counterpart member is permuted in the user's priority order 
by using the priority information of members in the other 
group that is entered from the user, who is a user of the 
computer for a user 100b, via an input device such as a 
keyboard or the like and the identification table indicating 
relationship between members and the members’ identifi 
cation information read out from the identification table 
storage area 115. The permuting/inverse permuting infor 
mation generating section 185 generates permuting infor 
mation for permuting the priority order in the priority list 
and inverse permuting information for recovering the origi 
nal order of the list that is permuted according to the 
permuting information. FIG. 14 shows an example of per 
muting/inverse permuting information for a group consist 
ing of four members. FIG. 14a) is permuting information of 
the member A and FIG. 14b) is inverse permuting informa 
tion of the member A. The permuting information may be 
any information if only it can sort the order. There are a 
plurality of algorithms for randomly permuting elements, 
Such as random shuffle() prepared in the standard template 
library of the C language. In the present invention, such an 
existing algorithm may be used, or a user directly input a 
permuting method via an input device Such as a keyboard. 
The generated permuting/inverse permuting information is 
stored in the permuting/inverse permuting information stor 
ing area 190. 
0.125. The encrypting section 195 receives the priority list 
and his or her identification information from the priority list 
creating section 140. Next, the encrypting section 195 sorts 
the order of the identification information of members in the 
other group on the priority list according to the permuting 
information that is read out from the permuting/inverse 
permuting information storing area 190. Here, permuting of 
the identification information in the priority list will be 
detailed by using the permuting information shown in FIG. 
14a). FIG. 14c) shows an example of the priority list of the 
member A, where members E, F, G and H belongs to the 
other group which is shown from the viewpoint of the 
member A. If the order of the priority list is permuted 
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according to the permuting information shown in FIG. 14a). 
it will be as shown in FIG.14d). The encrypting section 195 
reads out the public key of the service provider from the 
encrypting key storage area 125, and encrypts the inverse 
permuting information read out from the permuting/inverse 
permuting information storing area 190 with the public key. 
Finally, the encrypting section 195 passes his or her iden 
tification information of a user, a priority list in which the 
identification information of members in the other group is 
permuted, and an encrypted inverse permuting information 
to the matching information creating section 160. 
0126 The matching information creating section 160 
creates a set of matching information by combining his or 
her destination information of a user read out from the 
destination information storage area 135 with the data 
passed from the an encrypting section 195. The sending 
section 165 sends the set of matching information passed 
from the matching information creating section 160 to the 
mediating computer 200. 
0127. The receiving section 102 receives a result list of 
the identification information of members in the other group 
that is created so that the identification information of the 
counterpart member, which is the matching result, is placed 
at the order that is previously determined between a service 
provider and a user. In the result list, the identification 
information is permuted according to his or her inverse 
permuting information of the user. The decrypting section 
170 sorts the identification information in the result list 
passed from the receiving section 102 according to the 
permuting information read out from the permuting/inverse 
permuting information storing area 190. Finally, the decrypt 
ing section 170 obtains the matching result by fetching the 
identification information of members in the other group that 
is placed at the predetermined order from the result list in 
which the order is recovered. Here, decryption by the 
decrypting section 170 will be detailed by using the above 
mentioned example of the member A. It is assumed that the 
receiving section 102 receives the result list shown in FIG. 
15a). The identification information in the result list has 
been decrypted in the mediating computer 200b. That will be 
described with reference to FIG. 16. The decrypting section 
170 sorts the identification information in the result list 
according to the permuting information of the member A 
shown in FIG. 14a). As a result of the permuting, the 
decrypting section 170 obtains the result list shown in FIG. 
15b). The decrypting section 170 fetches ID that is placed 
at the order 1 as the counterpart who makes a pair with the 
member A, where the place previously determined between 
the user and the service provider is the order 1. 
0128. With reference to FIG. 16, a functional configura 
tion of the mediating computer 200b according to the fourth 
embodiment will be described. As shown in FIG. 16, the 
mediating computer 200b according to the fourth embodi 
ment includes a common encrypting key generating section 
240, a common encrypting key storing area 250, a matching 
information encrypting section 255, and a matching result 
decrypting section 260 in addition to a functional configu 
ration of the mediating computer 200a shown in FIG. 5. In 
the fourth embodiment, the mediating program stored in the 
hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is loaded on the RAM 
410 under the operating system's operation in response to 
the user's operation, issues a command to the CPU 400 or 
the other peripheral devices by such a process of the 
program to call a predetermined API routine of the operating 
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system and causes the mediating computer 200b to function 
as the receiving section 205, the matching information 
temporary storing section 210, an destination information 
extracting section 215, a storing section 245, the common 
encrypting key generating section 240, the matching infor 
mation encrypting section 255, the sending section 225, the 
matching result temporary storing section 230, the matching 
result decrypting section 260 and the destination information 
deciding section 235. The storing section 245 includes the 
destination information storage section 220 and the common 
encrypting key storing area 250. As each of the storing 
sections, the HDD 440 can be used as an example. Although 
the destination information storage section 220 and the 
common encrypting key storing area 250 are shown as in the 
same storing section 245 for convenience in FIG. 16, they 
may actually be areas present in a plurality of physically 
separated Storage devices. Hereinafter, newly added com 
ponents will be mainly described. Also in the fourth embodi 
ment, as the mediating computer 200b is for coordinating the 
destination information of a service user, while hiding the 
destination information of a service user from the service 
provider, it is preferably realized by the computer for a 
service provider who is selected as a coordinator. 
I0129. The receiving section 205 receives a set of match 
ing information from each computer for a user 100b. The set 
of matching information received by the mediating com 
puter 200b includes his or her destination information, his or 
her identification information, a priority list in which the 
identification information of members in the other group that 
is permuted in his or her priority order is permuted according 
to the permuting information that is kept by him or her, and 
inverse permuting information that is encrypted with an 
encrypting key of a service provider. The destination infor 
mation extracting section 215 extracts his or her destination 
information from the set of matching information that is read 
out from the matching information temporary storing section 
210, and stores it in the destination information storing 
section 220 in relation with his or her identification infor 
mation. 

0.130. The common encrypting key generating section 
240 generates the common encrypting key that is common 
to all members of two groups. As the generated common 
encrypting key is the same as the common encrypting key 
that is generated by the common encrypting key generating 
section 180 of FIG. 4, they will be omitted from the 
description here. The common encrypting key storing area 
250 stores the common encrypting key generated by the 
common encrypting key generating section 240. The match 
ing information encrypting section 255 receives the set of 
matching information of each member, from which desti 
nation information is extracted, from the destination infor 
mation extracting section 215 and fetches his or her identi 
fication information and the priority list. Then, the matching 
information encrypting section 255 encrypts the identifica 
tion information of members in the priority list and his or her 
identification list with the common encrypting key that is 
read out form the common encrypting key storing area 250. 
The encryption by the matching information encrypting 
section 255 will be detailed by using the abovementioned 
example of the member A. The matching information 
encrypting section 255 encrypts the identification informa 
tion on the list with the common encrypting key K, for the 
priority list of the member Aafter the received identification 
information shown in FIG. 14d) is permuted. Accordingly, 
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the matching information encrypting section 255 obtains the 
priority list shown in FIG. 14e). 
0131 The sending section 225 receives the processed set 
of matching information of each member, i.e., his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key, a priority list in which the identification 
information of members in the other group is encrypted with 
the common encrypting key, and inverse permuting infor 
mation that is encrypted with an encrypting key of the 
service provider from the matching information encrypting 
section 255, and sends it to the computer for a service 
provider 300b. 
0132) The receiving section 205 further receives a set of 
matching result information of the result list of his or her 
identification information that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key and the identification information for mem 
bers in the other group that is created so that the identifi 
cation information of the counterpart member who makes a 
pair with him or her is placed at a predetermined order, 
where the identification information is further permuted 
based on his or her inverse permuting information, for each 
member from the computer for a service provider 300b. 
0133. The matching result decrypting section 260 
receives the set of matching result from the matching result 
temporary storing section 230, and fetches his or her iden 
tification information and the result list. Then, the matching 
result decrypting section 260 decrypts his or her identifica 
tion information and the identification information of mem 
bers in the result list with the common encrypting key that 
is read out from the common encrypting key storing area 
250. Here, decryption by the matching result decrypting 
section 260 will be detailed by using the abovementioned 
example of the member A. It is assumed that the matching 
result decrypting section 260 receives the result list shown 
in FIG. 15d). The identification information in the result list 
is permuted in the computer for a service provider 300b. 
That will be described later with reference to FIG. 17. The 
matching result decrypting section 260 decrypts the identi 
fication information in the list with the common encrypting 
key for the result list shown in FIG. 15d). As a result, the 
matching information encrypting section 255 obtains the 
result list shown in FIG. 15a). The destination information 
deciding section 235 reads out an address of the result list 
from the destination information storing section 220 by 
using his or her identification information ID included in the 
set of matching result information that is the same as the 
result list as an index. The sending section 225 sends the 
processed matching result to a computer for a user 100b 
having the destination information read out by the destina 
tion information deciding section 235. 
0134 FIG. 17 shows a functional configuration of the 
computer for a service provider 300b according to the fourth 
embodiment. As shown in FIG. 17, the components of the 
computer for a service provider 300b according to the fourth 
embodiment are the same as those of the computer for a 
service provider shown in FIG. 6. Accordingly, also in the 
fourth embodiment, the program for a service provider 
stored in the hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is loaded 
on the RAM 410 under the operating system's operation in 
response to the user's operation, issues a command to the 
CPU 400 or the other peripheral devices by such a process 
of the program to call a predetermined API routine of the 
operating system and causes the computer for a service 
provider 300b to function as the receiving section 310, the 
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matching information temporary storing section 320, the 
decrypting key storing section 330, the list decrypting sec 
tion 340, the processing information decrypting section 350, 
the matching performing section 360, the processing section 
370, the matching result storing section 380 and the sending 
section 390. As each of the above mentioned storing section, 
the HDD 440, for example, can be used. 
0.135 Unlike in the first embodiment to the third embodi 
ment, the priority order of the priority list received by the 
computer for a service provider 300b is permuted according 
to the permuting information that is only kept by the 
computer for a user of each member in the embodiment, 
however. The processing information for processing the 
matching result is inverse permuting information for recov 
ering the original order of the priority list of each member. 
Therefore, the details of the list decrypting section 340 and 
the processing section 370 are different from those described 
with reference to FIG. 6. Here, the list decrypting section 
340 and the processing section 370 will be mainly described. 
0.136 The list decrypting section 340 according to the 
embodiment decrypts the priority list by recovering the 
original order of the priority order of the priority list of each 
member that is read out from the matching information 
temporary storing section 320 by permuting it based on the 
processing information that is decrypted with the public key 
of the service provider, read out from the decrypting key 
storing section 330 by the processing information decrypting 
section 350, i.e., the inverse permuting information of each 
member. The matching performing section 360 according to 
the embodiment passes the identification information of the 
counterpart member who makes a pair with him or her and 
the identification information of the rest member in the other 
group to the processing section 370 in relation with his or 
her identification information that is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key. Here, all the identification infor 
mation of members in the other group is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key. The processing information 
decrypting section 350 passes his or her decrypted inverse 
permuting information to the processing section 370 in 
relation with his or her identification information that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key. 
0.137 The processing section 370 according to the 
embodiment creates the result list of the identification infor 
mation of members in the other group that is encrypted with 
the common encrypting key so that the identification infor 
mation of the counterpart member who makes a pair with 
him or her is placed at the position that is previously 
determined between the user and the service provider for 
each member. Then, the processing section 370 sorts the 
order of the identification information of the created result 
list of each member based on his or her inverse permuting 
information. Finally, the processing section 370 stores the 
result list in the matching result storing section 380 in 
relation with his or her identification information that is 
encrypted with the common encrypting key. Here, process 
ing by the processing section 370 will be detailed by using 
the abovementioned example of the member A. It is assumed 
that the matching performing section 360 obtains enc K, 
(ID) as the other half of a pair with enc K (ID) as a result 
of the matching. It is also assumed that the position previ 
ously determined between the user and the service provider 
is the order 1. Then, the processing section 370 creates the 
result list of the member A shown in FIG. 15c) by suitably 
permuting the identification information of the rest member 
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in the other group with enc K (ID) being placed at the 
order 1. Next, the processing section 370 finally obtains the 
result list after the inverse permuting shown in FIG. 15d) by 
permuting the identification information in the result list 
based on the inverse permuting information of the member 
A shown in FIG. 14b). 
0.138. Now, an example of processes of providing the 
matching service according to the fourth embodiment will 
be described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 18. 
First, the computer for a service provider 300b generates a 
set of keys of the public key K, and the private key Ks (step 
700), and publicize the public key K on the homepage or 
the like (step 705). Here, the private key Ks is stored in the 
decrypting key storing section 330 of the computer of a 
service provider 300b. The computer for a user 100b of each 
member in the two groups who uses a service obtains the 
public key K by Such a manner as downloading it or the like 
and stores it in the encrypting key storing area 125 (step 
710). 
0.139. The computer for a coordinating user 100b creates 
the identification table showing relationship between mem 
bers and the members’ identification information IDs (step 
715). The computer for a coordinating user 100b sends the 
created identification table to the computer for a user 100b 
of each member (step 720). The computer for a user 100b of 
each member receives the identification table and stores it in 
the identification table storing area 115 (step 725). It is 
assumed that the computer for a coordinating user 100b 
plays a role as the mediating computer 200. 
0140. The computer for a user 100b obtains the priority 
information of members in the other group via an input 
device Such as a keyboard from a user and creates the 
priority list in which the identification information ID of the 
counterpart member is permuted in the priority order of the 
user by using the identification table read out from the 
identification table storing area 115 (step 730). The com 
puter for a user 100b generates the permuting information 
for permuting the priority order of the priority list and 
inverse permuting information for recovering the original 
order of the priority list based on the permuting information 
(step 735), and stores it in the permuting/inverse permuting 
information storing area 190. The computer for a user 100b 
sorts the priority order of the priority list according to the 
permuting information read out from the permuting/inverse 
permuting information storing area 190 (step 740). 
0141. The computer for a user 100b encrypts the public 
key K of the service provider that is read out from the 
encrypting key storage area 125 (step 745). Finally, the 
computer for a user 100b reads out his or her destination 
information of a user from the destination information 
storage area 135, creates a set of matching information by 
putting the destination information together with the priority 
list in which the priority order is permuted and the inverse 
permuting information that is encrypted wit the public key 
K of the service provider, and sends it to the mediating 
computer 200b (step 750). 
0142. The mediating computer 200b receives the set of 
the matching information from the computer for a user 100b 
of each member (step 755). Next, the mediating computer 
200b extracts the received destination information from the 
set of matching information of each member and stores it in 
the destination information storing section 220 in relation 
with his or her identification information ID (step 760). The 
mediating computer 200b creates the common encrypting 
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key K (step 765), and stores it in the common encrypting 
key storage area 250. The mediating computer 200b 
encrypts his or her identification information ID and the 
identification information ID of members in the other group 
on the priority list with the common encrypting key K, that 
is read out from the common encrypting key storing area 250 
for each of the received set of members (step 770). Finally, 
the mediating computer 200b sends the processed set of 
matching information of each member from which destina 
tion information is extracted to the computer for a service 
provider 300b (step 775). 
0143. The computer for a service provider 300b receives 
the set of matching information of each member and stores 
it in the decrypting key storing section 330 (step 780). The 
computer for a service provider 300b decrypts the inverse 
permuting information of each member with the private key 
Ks of the service provider that is read out from the decrypt 
ing key storing section 330 (step 785). Then, the computer 
for a service provider 300b recovers the original order of the 
priority order of the priority list of each member based on 
the inverse permuting information of each member (step 
790). Next, the computer for a service provider 300b per 
forms matching between the two groups based on his or her 
identification information ID and the priority list for each 
member, while keeping his or her identification information 
ID and the identification information ID of members in the 
other group in the priority list as encrypted with the common 
encrypting key K, (step 795). The identification information 
ID of the counterpart who makes a pair with him or her, 
which is the matching result, is obtained as encrypted with 
the common encrypting key K. 
0144. The computer for a service provider 300b creates 
the result list of the identification information ID of mem 
bers in the other group that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key K, so that the identification information ID 
of the counterpart member who makes a pair with him or her 
is placed at a predetermined order. The computer for a 
service provider 300b processes the matching result by 
permuting the order of the identification information IDs in 
the created result list of each member based on the inverse 
permuting information of each member (step 800). Finally, 
the computer for a service provider 300b sends the set of 
matching result information including his or her identifica 
tion information ID that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key K, and processed his or her result list to the 
mediating computer 200b (step 805). 
0145 The mediating computer 200b receives the set of 
the matching result information of each member (step 810). 
The mediating computer 200b decrypts his or her identifi 
cation information ID and the identification information ID 
of members in the other group on the result list with the 
common encrypting key K, that is read out from his or her 
identification information ID for each member (step 815). 
Then, the mediating computer 200b reads an address of the 
matching result of each member from the destination infor 
mation storing section 220 by using his or her identification 
information ID included in the set of matching result infor 
mation, which is the same as the abovementioned matching 
result, as an index (step 820) and sends the processed 
matching result to a computer for a user 100b having the 
read out destination information (step 825). 
0146 The computer for a user 100b receives his or her 
processed result list (step 830). Then, the computer for a user 
100b sorts the order of the identification information IDs of 
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members in the other group on the received result list 
according to the permuting information read out from the 
permuting/inverse permuting information storing area 190. 
The computer for a user 100b finally obtains the identifica 
tion information of the counterpart who makes a pair with 
him or her, which is the matching result, by fetching the 
identification information of members who is placed at a 
predetermined order in the result list obtained in such a 
manner (step 835). 
0147 As mentioned above, according to the fourth 
embodiment, the identification information of members in 
the other group on the priority list is encrypted with the 
common encrypting key that is common to all the members 
in the mediating computer 200b. The identification infor 
mation of the counterpart member, which is the matching 
result, is decrypted with the common encrypting key in the 
mediating computer 200b. As a result, in the fourth embodi 
ment, the common encrypting key needs not to be distrib 
uted to the computer for a user 100b of all the members and 
the common encrypting key becomes more easily managed. 
That means that security of the matching service for keeping 
confidentiality of the contents of the priority list or the 
matching result is enhanced by using the common encrypt 
ing key. 

Fifth Embodiment 

0148. In the fifth embodiment, the identification infor 
mation of each member in the priority list is encrypted in the 
mediating computer 200c as in the fourth embodiment. 
Unlike the fourth embodiment, information that is prepared 
by the computer for a user 100c for the matching is sent to 
the computer for a service provider 300c via the plurality of 
mediating computers 200c in the fifth embodiment. There 
fore, only one mediating computer 200c needs to be reliable 
in the fifth embodiment, while it is assumed that the medi 
ating computer 200c need to be a reliable computer in the 
fourth embodiment. As information is sent via the plurality 
of mediating computers 200c, the identification information 
of each member in the priority list is converted to a different 
value in the computer for a user 100c for improving security 
in the fifth embodiment. The matching result is publicized 
after it is processed by the computer for a service provider 
300c in a state in which the result is decrypted by only the 
computer for a person concerned 100c. 
014.9 FIG. 19 shows a functional configuration of the 
computer for a user 100c according to the fifth embodiment. 
In the fifth embodiment, the program for a user that is stored 
in the hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is loaded in the 
RAM 410 by an operation of the operating system in 
response to the user's operation. With the processing of the 
operating system such as to call a predetermined API 
routine, the program issues a command to the CPU 400 or 
the other peripheral devices and causes the computer for a 
user 100c to function as a receiving section 102, a storing 
section 105, a priority list creating section 140, a permuting 
function/permuting inverse function selecting section 500, a 
transfer function/transfer inverse function selecting section 
510, a processing information creating section 520, a first 
applying section 530, a second applying section 535, an 
encrypting section 540, a matching information creating 
section 160, a sending section 165, and a decrypting section 
545. The storing section 105 further includes an identifica 
tion table storing area 115, a permuting function/permuting 
inverse function storing area 505, a transfer function/transfer 
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inverse function storing area 515, an encrypting key storing 
area 125, and a processing information storing area 525. 
Although the storing areas are shown as in the same storing 
section 105 in FIG. 19 for convenience, they actually may be 
in a plurality of physically different storing devices Such as 
the HDD 440, the FD drive 480 and the like. 
0150. In the embodiment, a member who is selected as a 
coordinator of the two groups allocates the identification 
information to each member. The program for a user of the 
coordinator further causes the computer for a user 100b as 
an identification table creating section 175. As the receiving 
section 102, the identification table creating section 175, the 
identification table storing area 115, the priority list creating 
section 140, the encrypting key storing area 125 and the 
matching information creating section 160 are basically the 
same as those described from the first embodiment to the 
fourth embodiment, they will be omitted from the descrip 
tion. It is assumed that a public key of a plurality of 
mediating computer is also stored in the encrypting key 
storing area 125 according to the present invention as well 
as the public key of the service provider. The identification 
information that is allocated to each member by the identi 
fication table creating section 175 according to the present 
invention is shown below. It is assumed that “p' and “q are 
big prime numbers with “p-1” being a multiple of “q. It is 
also assumed that a root "q" of 1 in Z*=0,... } is "g” (i.e., 
g=-1 mod p). It is assumed that a group of heteromerous "q 
where "g" is a generator as Gq-1, g. g. . . . g''}. Here, 
the identification information Sallocated to each member is 
the origin of Gq. In the description below, the number of 
persons participating in the matching is 'n', and the number 
of the mediating computers 200c is “t'. 
0151. The permuting function/permuting inverse func 
tion selecting section 500 selects a permuting function for 
permuting the priority order of the priority list and a per 
muting inverse function for recovering the original order of 
the list according to the permuting function. The permuting 
function A, may be any function if only it is a one-to-one 
mapping other than identity map. As mentioned above, a 
permuting function may be selected by using an existing 
algorithm or a user may directly input the permuting method 
via an input device such as a keyboard or the like. The 
selected permuting function A, and permuting inverse func 
tion A, are stored in the permuting function/permuting 
inverse function storing area 505. Hereinafter, the result of 
applying the permuting function A, to the priority list L, is 
described as A->L. 
0152 The transfer function/transfer inverse function 
selecting section 510 selects a transfer function for trans 
ferring a value of identification information X of each 
member in the other group on the priority list L. CX. . . . 
X,> into a different value and a transfer function for 
reversing transfer according to the transfer function. Any 
function may be used for the transfer function B, if only it 
can obtain the same result when it is exchanged with the 
transfer function c,G=1-t), which is selected in each medi 
ating computer 200c, in the order to be described later, i.e., 
if only it can establish B,c, c.B. As an example of the 
transfer function B, B(x) xmod p is selected in the 
embodiment. Here, k(i) is an element of Z={0, . . . . q-1}. 
In this embodiment, the inverse transfer function B,'-x' 
'mod p. Here, k(i)=1/k(i) mod q. The selected transfer 
function B, and the transfer inverse function B, are stored 
in the transfer function/transfer inverse function storing area 
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515. Hereinafter, the result in which the transfer function B, 
is applied to each identification information listed on the 
priority list is expressed as B >L, and the result in which 
the permuting function A, is applied to it is expressed as A. 
B, ZL. 
0153. The processing information creating section 520 
creates the processing information used by the computer for 
a service provider 300c for processing the matching result in 
a state in which the result can be decrypted by only the 
computer for a person concerned 100c. The processing 
information may be an encrypting key in a private key 
encrypting method is encrypted with the public key of the 
computer for a service provider 300c. In the embodiment, as 
processing information for shuffling a set of matching infor 
mation of each member to be described later, that described 
below will be used in the embodiment. The processing 
information includes two values to be m,'g, n,''g''mod 
p. Here, "v" is an element of Z{0,..., q-1}. The created 
processing information m', n', p. g and V(i) are stored in 
the processing information storing area 525 and the pro 
cessed information m', n,' are passed to the matching 
information creating section 160. In the following explana 
tion, a SuperScript with parentheses of a character Such as m, 
and n, shows, in the case where the value of the Superscript 
is 0, that the character was processed in the computer for the 
user 100c and, in the case where the value of the superscript 
is j, that the character was processed in the j mediating 
computer 200c. 
0154) The first applying section 530 reads the permuting 
function A, stored in the permuting function/permuting 
inverse function storing area 505 and applies the permuting 
function A, to the priority list L. received from the priority 
list creating section 140. The priority list A=>L of the result 
is passed to the second applying section 535. The second 
applying section 535 reads the transfer function B, from the 
transfer function/transfer inverse function storing area 515 
and applies the transfer function B, to the priority list A=>L, 
received from the first applying section 530. The second 
applying section 535 also reads his or her identification 
information X, from the identification table storing area 115 
and applies the transfer function B, to the identification 
information X. The priority list LA, B, >L, of the result 
and his or her identification information I'l-B,(x,) are 
passed to the matching information creating section 160. 
0155 The encrypting section 540 encrypts the permuting 
inverse function A, read out from the permuting function/ 
permuting inverse function storing area 505 and the transfer 
inverse function B, read out from the transfer function/ 
transfer inverse function storing area 515 with the pubic key 
E() of each mediating computer 200c read out from the 
encrypting key storing area 120 and the public key E(Q) of 
the computer for a service provider 300c. The encryption is 
performed in the opposite order contrary to the order for 
each mediating computer 200c and the computer for a 
provider 300c to receive information from the computer for 
a user 100c. That is, the encrypting section 540 obtains 
D,' enc Key( . . . (enc Ke(enc Keo (A))) ) as 
a result of encryption of the permuting inverse function A, 
and E,' enc Key( - - - (enc Keo (enc Keo (B."))) . . . ) 
as a result of encryption of the transfer inverse function B,', 
and passes them to the matching information creating sec 
tion 160. Here and in the following explanation, encrypting 
each inverse function means encrypting parameters com 
posing each inverse function Such as k(i)' and p. 
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0156 The matching information creating section 160 
creates the set of matching information w,' from the 
received his or her identification information I.'', priority 
list L', permuting inverse function D.'', transfer inverse 
function E.'', processing information m', n,'. The send 
ing section 165 sends the received set of matching informa 
tion w,' to the mediating computer 200c that first mediates 
information. 

(O157. When the matching result is publicized by the 
service provider, the computer for a user 100c obtains the 
matching result. For example, the service provider publi 
cizes the matching result that is processed with the process 
ing information of each member on its homepage, and the 
user downloads all the matching result from the homepage 
of the service provider. The receiving section 102 passes the 
received matching result to the decrypting section 545. The 
decrypting section 545 reads out the processing information 
p, V(i) from the processing information storing area 525 and 
tries to decrypts the matching result. If it can be decrypted, 
that matching result is the matching result for the user. As to 
be described later, the matching result of the embodiment 
includes the priority order of the counterpart member who 
makes a pair with him or her in the presented priority list and 
the same encrypting key as that set to the counterpart 
member who makes a pair with him or her. The user can 
confirm that the communication is based on the matching 
result by trying encrypting communication with the coun 
terpart member who makes a pair with him or her by using 
the encrypting key included in the matching result. 
0158. A functional configuration of each mediating com 
puter 200c according to the fifth embodiment will be 
described with reference to FIG. 20. In FIG. 5, the mediating 
program stored in the hard disk of the hard disk drive 440 is 
loaded on the RAM 410 under the operating systems 
operation in response to the user's operation, issues a 
command to the CPU 400 or the other peripheral devices by 
Such a process of the program to call a predetermined API 
routine of the operating system and causes the mediating 
computer 200c to function as a receiving section 205, a 
matching information temporary storing section 210, a stor 
ing section 245, a transfer function selecting section 610, an 
applying section 620, a decrypting section 625, a matching 
information re-editing section 630, and a sending section 
225. The storing section 245 includes a decrypting key 
storing area 605 and a transfer function storing area 615. As 
the storing area, the HDD 440 can be used, for example. 
Although the decrypting key storing area 605 and the 
transfer function storing area 615 are shown as areas in the 
same storing section 245 in FIG. 20 for convenience, they 
may actually be areas present in a plurality of physically 
separated storing devices. Hereinafter, the mediating com 
puter 200c that mediates information in the j" order will be 
described. 

0159. The receiving section 205 receives a string of the 
set of matching information R'=<w'', w', . . . . 
w" ''> of each member from the j-1 mediating com 
puter 200c, which is immediately before or a mediating 
computer before the last of each computer for a user 100c, 
and temporary stores it in the matching information tempo 
rary storing section 210. The set of matching information 
wi' of each member includes his or her identification 
information I.'', the priority list L'', the permuting 
inverse function D.V', the transfer inverse function E.'' 
and the processing information m.'', n,'. 
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the second applying section 715 in relation with his or her 
identification information I.. 
0170 The first applying section 710 receives the transfer 
inverse function B," and his or her identification informa 
tion I, from the inverse function decrypting section 705, 
and reads out the priority list L. corresponding to the his or 
her identification information I, from the matching infor 
mation storing section 320. Then, the first applying section 
710 applies the transfer inverse function B, to his or her 
identification information I, and the identification infor 
mation of each member listed on the priority list L. 
respectively. As a result of application, his or her identifi 
cation information I, becomes B, "(I)=B,(c,(. . . (c. 
(B(x,)) . . . ))=c,( . . . (c(x) . . . ). The priority list L. 
becomes B,'->L'-(B,', c. . . . , c)=>L'=(B.", c. . . 
..c., A, B,)=>L (A. c. . . . , c)->L. The first applying 
section 710 passes the obtained his or her identification 
information c(... (c(x,) . . . ) and the priority list (A. c. 

. . , c) >L, to the second applying section 715 in relation 
with his or her identification information I,'. 
0171 The second applying section 715 applies the per 
muting inverse function A,' that is received from the 
inverse function decrypting section 705 to the priority list 
(A. c. . . . . c.) >L, that is received from the first applying 
section 710. As a result of application, the priority list 
L'=C=>L, is obtained. Here, C is a composite function of a 
transfer function of t mediating computers 200c such as 
C(X)=c(. . . (c(x) . . . ). The second applying section 715 
passes the obtained priority list L. and his or her identifi 
cation information C(X) to the matching performing section 
360 in relation with his or her identification information I,'. 
0172. The matching performing section360 performs the 
matching based on his or her identification information C(x,) 
and the priority list L=<C(X), ....C(X)> of each member 
both of which is received from the second applying section 
715. His or her identification information and the identifi 
cation information of each member in the other group listed 
in the priority order on the priority list have a value 
transferred by a composite function C of the transfer func 
tion of t mediating computers 200c. Thus, if at least one 
mediating computer 200c can be relied on, the user of the 
service or the contents of the priority list are not leaked to 
the service provider and the third party. 
(0173. On the other hand, if the priority order of the 
priority list L. CC(X). . . . . C(X)> is the same as the 
original priority order of L, CX. . . . .X,> and C is C(X) 
=C(x), the composite function fulfills X=x. Therefore, 
the computer for a service provider 300c can perform the 
abovementioned matching from his or her identification 
information C(xi) and the priority list L. of each member. 
The matching performing section 360 passes the priority 
order in the priority list of the counterpart who makes a pair 
with him or her to the processing section 370 in relation with 
his or her identification information I, as a result of the 
matching. 
0.174. The key generating section 720 generates a plural 

ity of different private keys in the private key encrypting 
method by the number of pairs and passes them to the 
processing section 370. The processing section 370 accord 
ing to the embodiment selects a different private key 
received from the key generating section 720 for each pair 
obtained by the matching. Then, the processing section 370 
processes the selected private key and the matching result in 
a state in which they can decrypted by only computer for a 
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user of a member who makes a pair based on the processing 
information that is stored in the matching information tem 
porary storing section 320 in relation with the identification 
information of the member who makes a pair. 
0.175. It is assumed that a member x and a member x 
make a pair, with the member X being listed at the third 
order in the priority list of the member x, and the member 
X, being listed at the first order in the priority list of the 
member x. Then, the processing section 370 selects a 
private key for a pair of the member X and the member X, 
and processes the private key and the order first in a state in 
which they can be decrypted by only the computer for a user 
of the member x, based on the processing information m1', 
n1 stored in the matching information temporary storing 
section 320 in relation with the identification information 
I' of the member x. The processing section 370 also 
processes the private key and the order third in a state in 
which they can be decrypted by only the computer for a user 
of the member X, based on the processing information m', 
n, stored in the matching information temporary storing 
section 320 in relation with the identification information 
I of the member x. The service provider has no idea 
about the counterpart member who makes a pair but knows 
the member's order on the priority list. 
0176 A processing method by the processing section 370 

is shown below. First, it selects a suitable s(i) (here, s(i) is 
an element of Zq={0, . . . . q-1}) and calculates an 
encrypting key K=(ni)=g''' mod p for 
encrypting the matching result and the selected private key. 
Then, it calculates the private key for returning (m''g' 
(i)h(1) . . . h(t) so that only the member X, can calculate the 
encrypting key K. As each member X, knows p and V(i), the 
member can calculate ((m,')" mod p from the private 
key for returning (m,') to obtain the encrypting key K. 
Then, the processing section 370 encrypts the matching 
result and the selected private key with the encrypting key 
K, and passes it to the sending section 390 through matching 
result storing section 380 in relation with the private key for 
returning (m.). 
(0177. The sending section 390 sends the private key 
(m) received from the processing section 370 and the 
matching result and the private key encrypted with the 
encrypting key K, to a server to publicize them on the 
homepage or the like of the service provider in relation with 
each other. 

0178. Now, an example of a flow of processes of provid 
ing the matching service according to the fifth embodiment 
will be described with reference with FIG. 22. It is assumed 
that each mediating computer 200c and the computer for a 
service provider 300c generate a set of keys of a public key 
and a private key and publicize the set, respectively, with the 
private key being stored in the decrypting key storing areas 
605 and 700 as preprocessing. On the other hand, it is 
assumed that each computer for a user 100c obtains a public 
key of a plurality of mediating computers and a public key 
of a service provider and stores them in the encrypting key 
storing area 125. 
0179 The computer for a coordinating user 100c creates 
the identification table showing relationship between the 
members and their identification information, and the com 
puters for a user 100c of the members receive the identifi 
cation table respectively and store it in the identification 
table storing area 115. 
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0180. Then the processing starts. First, the computer for 
a user 100c obtains the priority information of members in 
the other group via an input device Such as a keyboard from 
a user, and creates the priority list in which the identification 
information of the counterpart member is permuted in the 
priority order by using the identification table read out from 
the identification table storing area 115 (step 1000). The 
computer for a user 100c selects the permuting function for 
permuting the priority order of the priority list and the 
permuting inverse function for recovering the original order 
according to the permuting information (step 1005), and 
stores them in permuting function/permuting inverse func 
tion storing area 505. The computer for a user 100c sorts the 
priority list of the priority list according to the permuting 
function read out from the permuting function/permuting 
inverse function storing area 505 (step 1010). 
0181. The computer for a user 100c selects the transfer 
function for transferring a value of the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group on the priority list 
into a different value and the transfer inverse function for 
returning the transfer which was performed according to the 
transfer function (step 1015) and stores them in the transfer 
function/transfer inverse function storing area 515. Then, the 
computer for a user 100c transfers the identification infor 
mation of each member on the priority list and his or her 
identification information according to the transfer function 
read out from the transfer function/transfer inverse function 
storing area 515 (step 1020). Either permuting of the priority 
order and transfer of the value of the identification infor 
mation may be performed first. 
0182 Next, the computer for a user 100c encrypts the 
permuting inverse function read out from the permuting 
function/permuting inverse function storing area 505 and the 
transfer inverse function read out from the transfer function/ 
transfer inverse function storing area 515 with a public key 
of a service provider and a plurality of public keys of a 
plurality of mediating computers read out from the encrypt 
ing key storing area 125 (step 1025). The computer for a user 
100c creates the processing information used by the service 
user to process the matching result in a state in which the 
result can be decrypted by only the computer 100c for a user 
of a person concerned (step 1030). 
0183 Finally, the computer for a user 100c creates the set 
w,' including the processed identification information of a 
user, the priority list and the transfer inverse function and the 
permuting inverse function and the processing information 
and sends the set to the first mediating computer 200b (step 
1035). 
0184) The J"G=1-t) mediating computer 200c receives a 
string of the set of matching information R=<w1''',w2 

'', . . . , w,''> of each member directly from the 
computer for a user 100c of each member or via the j-1 
mediating computer 200c (step 1040). The mediating com 
puter 200c selects the transfer function for transferring his or 
her identification information and the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group on the priority list 
included in the received set of matching information w,' 
of each member into different values (step 1045) and trans 
fers the values of the identification information with the 
selected transfer function (step 1050). 
0185. The mediating computer 200c decrypts the transfer 
inverse function and the permuting inverse function of each 
member included in the received set of matching informa 
tion w, of each member with a private key corresponding 
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to a public key of the mediating computer 200c read out 
from the decrypting key storing area 605 (step 1055). 
Finally, the mediating computer 200c creates a new set of 
matching information wVincluding the processed his or her 
identification information, priority list, transfer inverse func 
tion, permuting inverse function, and processing informa 
tion for each member. Then, the mediating computer 200c 
sends a string of the new set of matching information 
R=<w,', w'.....w,G)> to the j+1" mediating computer 
200c, or if the mediating computer 200c is the last mediating 
computer 200c for mediating information, sends it to the 
computer for a service provider 300c (step 1060). 
0186. At step 1060, it is preferable that the string of the 
set of matching information R=<w, w'', . . . .w''> of 
each member that is sent by the mediating computer 200c is 
randomly shuffled so that the order of permuting of w, 
differs from that of the w. In such a case, the mediating 
computer 200c properly transfers the processing information 
so that even a part of information included in w,' is not 
included in w, as it is to make the shuffle effectively 
functions. 

0187. The computer for a service provider 300c receives 
a string of a set of matching information R=<w, w, . 

. ..w,'> of each member via a plurality of mediating 
computers 200c and stores it in the matching information 
temporary storing section 320 (step 1065). In receiving, his 
or her identification information and the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group in the priority list 
included in the set of matching information w, indicate 
different values if they are the identification information of 
the same member. This is because that the transfer function 
selected by each mediating computer 200c is equally applied 
to the identification information in the priority list of all 
members and his or her identification information, but the 
transfer function selected by each computer for a user 100c 
is only applied to the identification information in his or her 
priority list and his or her identification information. 
0188 Then, the computer for a service provider 300c first 
decrypts the transfer inverse function and permuting inverse 
function included in the set of matching information w, of 
each member with the private key of the service provider 
read out from the decrypting key storing section 700 (step 
1070). Then, the computer for a service provider 300c 
applies a corresponding transfer inverse function to his or 
her identification information and the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group on the priority list 
included in the set of matching information w, of each 
member (step 1075). As a result, the identification informa 
tion in the priority list and his or her identification informa 
tion of each member are returned to their original form for 
transfer by the transfer function selected by each member. 
Therefore, if they are the same identification information, 
they indicate the same value. On the other hand, as the 
identification information on the priority list and his or her 
identification information for each member stay in a state as 
they are transferred for a plurality of transfer functions that 
are selected by the respective mediating computers 200c, the 
service provider cannot recognize the contents of the priority 
list. 
0189 The computer for a service provider 300c applies a 
corresponding permuting inverse function to the priority list 
included in the set of matching information w, of each 
member (step 1080). As a result, the priority order on the 
priority list of each member is returned to the original 
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priority order that is decided by each member. Either appli 
cation of the transfer inverse function or application of 
permuting inverse function may be performed first. 
(0190. The computer for a service provider 300c performs 
matching between two groups based on his or her identifi 
cation information and the priority list for all members, 
while keeping a value of his or her identification information 
and a value of the identification information of each member 
in the other group on the priority list as encrypted with the 
transfer function that is selected by the mediating computer 
200c (step 1085). 
(0191 Next, the computer for a service provider 300c 
generates a different encrypting key for each pair that is 
obtained by the matching (step 1090). The encrypting key 
may be a key in the private key encrypting method. The 
computer for a service provider 300c processes the gener 
ated key and the matching result in a state in which they can 
be decrypted by only the computer for a user 100c of the 
member based on the processing information stored in the 
matching information storing section320 in relation with the 
identification information of the member who makes a pair 
with him or her (step 1095). Here, the matching result is the 
priority order of the member in the other group who makes 
a pair with him or her. 
(0192. The computer for a service provider 300c finally 
sends the processed encrypting key and the matching result 
of each member to the public server in order to publicize the 
matching result to each member Such as by placing it on the 
homepage or the like (step 1100). 
0193 When the matching result is publicized by the 
public server, the computer for a user 100c requests all the 
matching results from public server and receives all the 
matching results (step 1105). Then, the computer for a user 
100c tries decryption of the received matching result one by 
one based on the processing information read out from the 
processing information storing area 525 (step 1110). The 
decrypted matching result is the matching result of the 
computer for a user 100c. 
0194 The matching result includes the priority order of a 
member in the other group who makes a pair with him or her 
on his or her priority list and preferably, the same private key 
included in the matching result of members in the other 
group who makes a pair with him or her. Then, the computer 
100c for a user obtains a member in the other group who is 
placed at the priority order included in the decrypted match 
ing result from the priority list of itself and tries an encrypted 
communication by using the other group who makes a pair 
with him or her and an encrypting key included in the 
matching result (step 1115). 
0.195 As mentioned above, according to the fifth embodi 
ment, values of the identification information of members in 
the other group on the priority list of a user are equally 
transferred by the mediating computer 200b. The matching 
result is publicized as it is processed in a state in which the 
result can be decrypted only by himself or herself. There 
fore, if at least a mediating computer 200c can be reliable, 
confidentiality of the contents of the priority list and the 
matching result can be maintained so that security of the 
matching service can be further enhanced in the embodi 
ment. 

0196. The present invention has been described by using 
the embodiment, though, the technical scope of the present 
invention is not limited to the range described in the embodi 
ment. The present invention can be applied to any kind of 
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decision if only it can decide a pair by matching Such as 
decision of an opponent in a game or decision of seating 
arrangement in a party as well as decision of a trading 
partner Such as matching between a Supplier and a buyer. It 
is apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifica 
tions and improvements are possible to the abovementioned 
embodiments. Therefore, it is a matter of course that 
embodiments with Such a modification or an improvement 
are also included in the technical scope of the present 
invention. 

1. A program for a service provider that provides a 
matching service performed on a computer for a service 
provider, wherein said program causes said computer to 
perform: 

receiving, through a mediating computer that mediates 
information exchanged between the service provider 
and each member in two groups who uses the service, 
from each member in the two groups, a set of his or her 
identification information encrypted with a common 
encrypting key common to all members in the two 
groups, a priority list on which identification informa 
tion of members in the other group encrypted with the 
common encrypting key is permuted in said his or her 
priority order, and processing information that is used 
for processing his or her matching result in a state in 
which the result can be decrypted by only computers 
for persons concerned, wherein the priority list and the 
processing information are encrypted with an encrypt 
ing key of the service provider; 

storing for each of said received sets for each member, 
said priority list and said processing information in a 
matching information storing section in relation with 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key: 

decrypting said priority list of each member read out from 
said matching information storing section with a 
decrypting key kept in said computer for a service 
provider that corresponds to said encrypting key of said 
service provider; 

performing the matching between said two groups based 
on said his or her identification information of each 
member and said decrypted priority list, with said his or 
her identification information and identification infor 
mation of members in said other group on said priority 
list being kept as encrypted with said common encrypt 
ing key: 

decrypting said processing information of each member 
read out from said matching information storing section 
with said decrypting key kept in said computer for a 
service provider; 

processing the matching result of each member in a state 
in which said result can be decrypted by only comput 
ers for persons concerned with said matching result 
based on said decrypted processing information of each 
member, and 

sending a set of said his or her identification information 
encrypted with said common encrypting key and said 
processed his or her matching result to said mediating 
computer. 

2. The program for a service provider according to claim 
1, wherein: 

said common encrypting key is kept in a computer for a 
user of each member in said two groups; 
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said processing information stored in relation with said 
his or her identification information is the same key as 
the encrypting key kept in said his or her computer for 
a user, and 

said processing includes encrypting identification infor 
mation of the counterpart members who makes a pair 
with him or her that is encrypted with the common 
encrypting key with the same key as said encrypting 
key kept in the his or her computer, for each member 
in the two groups, and storing it in a matching result 
storing section in relation with identification informa 
tion of each member that is encrypted with said com 
mon encrypting key. 

3. The program for a service provider according to claim 
1, wherein: 

said common encrypting key is deleted after it is used for 
encryption in said computer for a user of each member 
in said two groups; 

said processing information stored in relation with said 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key is a processing list in 
which identification information of each member in the 
other group is encrypted with the encrypting key kept 
in said his or her computer for a user and permuted in 
the priority order in said his or her priority list; 

said processing includes fetching identification informa 
tion of said counterpart member, which is placed at the 
same order as that of the counterpart member who 
makes a pair with him or her in said priority list of each 
member, from said his or her processing list for each 
member; and 

storing it in the matching result storing section in relation 
with his or her identification information that is 
encrypted with said common encrypting key. 

4. The program for a service provider according to claim 
1, wherein: 

said common encrypting key is deleted after it is used for 
encryption in said computer for a user of each member 
in said two groups; 

said processing information stored in relation with said 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key is an processing list 
in which said his or her identification information is 
encrypted with an encrypting key corresponding to a 
decrypting key that is kept in the computer for a user of 
each member in the other group and permuted in the 
priority order of said his or her priority list; and 

said processing includes fetching said his or her identifi 
cation information, which is placed at the same order as 
that of the counterpart member who makes a pair with 
said him or her in said his or her priority list, from said 
his or her processing list for each member, and storing 
it in the matching result storing section in relation with 
said identification information of said counterpart 
member that is encrypted with said common encrypting 
key. 

5. The program for a service provider according to claim 
1, wherein: 

the priority order of said priority list that is stored in 
relation with said his or her identification information 
that is encrypted with said common encrypting key is 
permuted according to permuting information kept in 
said his or her computer for a user; 
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said processing information stored in relation with said 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key is inverse permuting 
information for recovering the original order of the 
priority order that is permuted according to said per 
muting information kept in said his or her computer for 
a user, 

said decrypting said priority list with said decrypting key 
kept in said computer for a service provider includes 
decrypting said processing information of each mem 
ber with said decrypting key kept in said computer for 
a service provider and recovering the original order of 
the priority order of the priority list of each member by 
permuting it based on said inverse permuting informa 
tion of each member that is obtained as a result, and 

said processing includes creating a result list of identifi 
cation information of members in the other group that 
is encrypted with said common encrypting key so that 
the identification information of the counterpart mem 
ber who makes a pair with him or her is placed at a 
predetermined position, and permuting said created 
result list based on said his or her inverse permuting 
information and storing it in the matching result storing 
section in relation with said his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with said common 
encrypting key for each member. 

6. The program for a service provider according to claim 
5, wherein: 

said common encrypting key is kept in said mediating 
computer; 

said his or her identification information and identification 
information of each member in said other group on said 
priority list of each member, which is received by said 
computer for a service provider are encrypted by said 
mediating computer with said common encrypting key: 

said his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key and sent to said 
mediating computer and the identification information 
of each member in said other group that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key in said his or her 
result list that is sent to said mediating computer are 
decrypted by said mediating computer with said com 
mon encrypting key. 

7. The program for a service provider according to claim 
1, wherein: 

the matching service provided by said service provider is 
a stable matching service. 

8. A computer for a service provider connected with a 
mediating computer for mediating information exchanged 
between a service provider and each member in two groups 
who used the service via a network that provides a matching 
service performed on the computer, comprising: 

a receiving section, through said mediating computer, 
from each member in said two groups, a set of his or her 
identification information encrypted with a common 
encrypting key common to all members in the two 
groups, a priority list on which identification informa 
tion of members in the other group encrypted with said 
common encrypting key is permuted in said his or her 
priority order, and processing information that is used 
for processing matching result in a state in which the 
result can be decrypted by only computers for persons 
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concerned, wherein said priority list and said process 
ing information are encrypted with an encrypting key 
of said service provider; 

matching information storing section for storing said 
priority list and said processing information included in 
said received sets for each member in relation with said 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key included in said set; 

a decrypting key storing section that stores a decrypting 
key corresponding to said encrypting key of said ser 
vice provider; 

a list decrypting section for decrypting said priority list of 
each member read out from said matching information 
storing section with said decrypting key read out from 
the decrypting key storing section; 

a matching performing section for performing a matching 
between said two groups based on said his or her 
identification information of each member and said 
decrypted priority list, with said his or her identification 
information and identification information of members 
in said other group on said priority list being kept as 
encrypted with said common encrypting key: 

a processing information decrypting section for decrypt 
ing said processing information of each member read 
out from said matching information storing section 
with said decrypting key read out from said decrypting 
key storing section; 

a processing section for processing the matching result of 
each member in a state in which said result can be 
decrypted by only computers for persons concerned 
with said matching results based on said decrypted 
processing information of each member; and 

a sending section for sending a set of said his or her 
identification information encrypted with said common 
encrypting key and said processed his or her matching 
result to said mediating computer. 

9. A method for providing a matching service in a 
computer for a service provider, comprising: 

receiving, through a mediating computer that mediates 
information exchanged between the service provider 
and each member in two groups who uses the service, 
from each member in the two groups, a set of his or her 
identification information encrypted with a common 
encrypting key common to all members in the two 
groups, a priority list on which identification informa 
tion of members in the other group encrypted with the 
common encrypting key is permuted in said his or her 
priority order, and processing information that is used 
for processing his or her matching result in a state in 
which the result can be decrypted by only computers 
for persons concerned, wherein the priority list and the 
processing information are encrypted with an encrypt 
ing key of the service provider; 

storing for each of said received sets for each member, 
said priority list and said processing information in a 
matching information storing section in relation with 
his or her identification information that is encrypted 
with said common encrypting key: 

decrypting said priority list of each member read out from 
said matching information storing section with a 
decrypting key kept in said computer for the service 
provider that corresponds to said encrypting key of said 
service provider; 
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performing the matching between said two groups based 
on said his or her identification information of each 
member and said decrypted priority list, with said his or 
her identification information and identification infor 
mation of members in said other group on said priority 
list being kept as encrypted with said common encrypt 
ing key: 

decrypting said processing information of each member 
read out from said matching information storing section 
with said decrypting key kept in said computer for the 
service provider; 

processing the matching result of each member in a state 
in which said result can be decrypted by only comput 
ers for persons concerned with said matching results 
based on said decrypted processing information of each 
member; and 

sending a set of said his or her identification information 
encrypted with said common encrypting key and said 
processed his or her matching result to said mediating 
computer. 

10. A mediating program for providing a matching service 
that is performed on a mediating computer that mediates 
information exchanged between a service provider and each 
member in two groups who uses the service, wherein said 
mediating program causes the mediating computer to 
eXecute: 

receiving from a computer for a user of each member, a 
first set including his or her destination information, 
said his or her identification information encrypted with 
a common encrypting key that is common to all mem 
bers in the two groups, a priority list in which identi 
fication information of members in the other group that 
is encrypted with said common encrypting key is 
permuted in said his or her priority, and processing 
information used for processing a matching result in a 
state in which the result can be decrypted by only 
computers for persons concerned, wherein said priority 
list and said processing information are encrypted with 
an encrypting key of said service provider; 

extracting said his or her destination information from the 
received first set of each member and storing it in 
destination information storing section in relation with 
said his or her identification information encrypted with 
said common encrypting key: 

sending the first set of each member from which said his 
or her destination information is extracted to a com 
puter for the service provider; 

receiving from said computer for the service provider, a 
second set including said his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with said common 
encrypting key and said his or her matching result that 
is processed based on said processing information for 
each member; and 

reading, for each member, destination information of said 
matching result from said destination information stor 
ing section by using said his or her identification 
information that is encrypted with said common 
encrypting key included with the matching result in the 
second set as an index to send said matching result to 
a computer for a user of each member which has said 
read destination information. 

11. A program for a user that is performed on a computer 
for a user who uses a matching service provided by a service 
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provider for providing the matching service to the user, 
wherein said program causes said computer for said user to 
perform: 

storing a table indicating relationship between each mem 
ber in two groups who uses the service and identifica 
tion information of each member and a common 
encrypting key that is common to all members in the 
two groups; 

creating a priority list in which identification information 
of members in the other group is permuted in a priority 
order of a user; 

encrypting the identification information of members in 
said other group on said priority list and the identifi 
cation information of said user with said common 
encrypting key: 

creating processing information that is used by said 
service provider for processing a matching result in a 
state in which the result is decrypted by only computers 
for persons concerned with a processing key: 

encrypting said priority list and said processing informa 
tion with an encrypting key corresponding to a decrypt 
ing key that is kept by said service provider, 

sending to a mediating computer that mediates informa 
tion exchanged between the service provider and said 
user, a set including said user's destination information, 
said user's identification information encrypted with 
said common encrypting key, said user's priority list in 
which identification information of members in said 
other group is encrypted with said common encrypting 
key, and said processing information, wherein said 
priority list and said processing information are 
encrypted with said encrypting key of said service 
provider; 

receiving from said mediating computer, said matching 
result of the user that is processed based on said 
processing information; and 

decrypting said matching result of the user based on at 
least either said common encrypting key or said pro 
cessing key. 

12. A mediating program performed on a mediating 
computer that mediates information exchanged between a 
service provider and each member in two groups who uses 
the service for providing a matching service, wherein said 
mediating program causes said computer to perform: 

receiving from a computer for a user of each member, a 
first set including his or her destination information, 
said his or her identification information, a priority list 
in which identification information of members in the 
other group permuted in said his or her priority order is 
further permuted according to permuting information 
kept by said him or her, and inverse permuting infor 
mation for recovering the original order of the priority 
order permuted according to the permuting information 
that is encrypted with the encrypting key of said service 
provider; 

extracting said his or her destination information from 
said received first set of each member and storing it in 
destination information storing section in relation with 
said his or her identification information; 

generating a common encrypting key: 
encrypting said his or her identification information and 

identification information of members in said other 
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group in said his or her priority list with said common 
encrypting key for said received first set of each 
member, 

sending to a computer for the service provider, a second 
set including said his or her identification information 
encrypted with said common encrypting key, said pri 
ority list in which identification information of mem 
bers in said other group is encrypted with said common 
encrypting key and inverse permuting information that 
is encrypted with said encrypting key of said service 
provider for each member; 

receiving from said computer for the service provider, for 
each member, a third set of his or her identification 
information encrypted with said common encrypting 
key and a result list of identification information of 
members in the other group encrypted with said com 
mon encrypting key that is created so that identification 
information of the counterpart member who makes a 
pair with said him or her is placed at a predetermined 
position, wherein the identification information of 
members in the other group in said result list is per 
muted based on said his or her said inverse permuting 
information after said result list is created; 

decrypting his or her identification information encrypted 
with said common encrypting key and the identification 
information of members in the other group that is 
encrypted with said common encrypting key in said 
result list with said common encrypting key for said 
received third set of each member; and 

reading, for each member, destination information in said 
result list out from said destination information storing 
section by using said his or her identification informa 
tion that is included in the third set with the result list 
as an index to send it to a computer for a user of each 
member which has said read destination information. 

13. A program for a user that is performed on a computer 
for a user who uses a matching service provided by a service 
provider for providing the matching service to said user, 
wherein said program causes said computer for said user to 
perform: 

storing a table indicating relationship between each mem 
ber of two groups who uses the service and the mem 
ber's identification information; 

creating a priority list in which identification information 
of members in the other group is permuted in a priority 
order of said user; 

generating permuting information for permuting a priority 
order of said priority list and inverse permuting infor 
mation for recovering the original order of the priority 
order that is permuted according to the permuting 
information; 

permuting the priority order of said priority list according 
to said permuting information; 

encrypting said inverse permuting information with the 
encrypting key corresponding to a decrypting key kept 
by said service provider; 

sending to a mediating computer that mediates informa 
tion exchanged between the service provider and said 
member, a set including the destination information of 
said user, the identification information of said user, 
said priority list in which a priority order is permuted, 
and said inverse permuting information that is 
encrypted with said encrypting key of said service 
provider; 
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receiving from said mediating computer, said result list of 
identification information of members in the other 
group that is created so that identification information 
of the counterpart member who makes a pair with him 
or her is placed at a predetermined position, wherein 
the identification information of members in the other 
group is permuted based on said inverse permuting 
information after said result list is created; and 

fetching identification information of member in the other 
group that is placed at a predetermined position in the 
result list in which identification information of mem 
bers in the other group is permuted according to said 
permuting information. 

14. A program for a service provider for providing a 
matching service performed on a computer for the service 
provider, wherein said program causes a computer to per 
form: 

receiving from each computer for a user of each member 
in two groups who uses a service via a plurality of 
mediating computers that mediate information sent to 
the service provider, a set of his or her identification 
information that is transferred by a first transfer func 
tion that is selected in his or her computer, a priority list 
in which identification information of each member in 
the other group, which is permuted in said his or her 
priority order and transferred by said first transfer 
function, is permuted by a permuting function that is 
Selected in said his or her computer, a parameter 
composing a transfer inverse function which is an 
inverse function of said first transfer function, and a 
parameter composing a permuting inverse function 
which is an inverse function of said permuting func 
tion, both of which are encrypted with a first encrypting 
key of said computer for the service provider, and 
processing information to be used in processing a 
matching result in a state in which the result is 
decrypted by only the computer for a person concerned, 
wherein said his or her identification information and 
the identification information of each member in said 
other group that is listed in said priority list are respec 
tively transferred by a plurality of second transfer 
functions, each of which is selected in each of said 
mediating computers; 

storing said priority list, said parameter composing said 
transfer inverse function and said parameter composing 
said permuting inverse function, and said processing 
information in a matching information storing section 
in relation with his or her identification information for 
said received set for each member; 

decrypting said parameter composing said transfer 
inverse function and said parameter composing said 
permuting inverse function of each member that are 
read out from said matching information storing section 
with a first decrypting key that is kept in said computer 
for said service provider corresponding to said first 
encrypting key of said service provider, 

applying said transfer inverse function of each member to 
said his or her identification information that is read out 
from said matching information storing section; 

applying said transfer inverse function of each member 
and permuting inverse function of each member to said 
his or her priority list that is read out from said 
matching information storing section; 
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performing matching between said two groups based on 
said his or her identification information and said 
priority list of all members in the two groups, with said 
his or her identification information and the identifica 
tion information of each member in said other group on 
said priority list being transferred by said plurality of 
second transfer functions; 

generating a plurality of second different encrypting keys 
for each pair obtained as a result of the matching; 

processing, for each member in the two groups, his or her 
second encrypting key and his or her matching result in 
a state in which they are decrypted by only his or her 
computer for a user based on said processing informa 
tion that is stored in said matching information storing 
section in relation with his or her identification infor 
mation; and 

publicizing said processed second encrypting key and 
matching result of said each member. 

15. The program for a service provider according to claim 
14, wherein said matching result is a position of the coun 
terpart member who makes a pair with him or her in said his 
or her priority list. 

16. The program for a service provider according to claim 
14, wherein said each member can make an encrypted 
communication with said counterpart member who makes a 
pair with him or her by using said his or her second 
encrypting key, which can be decrypted in his or her 
computer. 

17. A computer for a service provider for providing a 
matching service that is connected with a plurality of 
mediating computers that mediates information sent from 
each computer for a user of each member in the two groups 
who uses the matching service via a network, comprising: 

a receiving section for receiving from each computer for 
a user via said plurality of mediating computers, a set 
of his or her identification information that is trans 
ferred by a first transfer function that is selected in his 
or her computer for a user, a priority list in which the 
identification information of each member in the other 
group, which is permuted in said his or her priority 
order and transferred by said first transfer function, is 
permuted by a permuting function that is selected in 
said his or her computer for a user, a parameter com 
posing a transfer inverse function which is an inverse 
function of said first transfer function, and a parameter 
composing a permuting inverse function which is an 
inverse function of said permuting function, both of 
which are encrypted with a first encrypting key of said 
computer for the service provider, and processing infor 
mation to be used in processing a matching result in a 
state in which the result is processed by only the 
computer for a person concerned, wherein said his or 
her identification information and the identification 
information of each member in said other group that is 
listed in said priority list are respectively transferred by 
a plurality of second transfer functions, of which is 
Selected in each of said mediating computers; 

a matching information storing section for storing said 
priority list, said parameter composing said transfer 
inverse function and said parameter composing said 
permuting inverse function, and said processing infor 
mation included in said received set of each of said 
members in relation with said his or her identification 
information; 
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a decrypting key storing section for storing a first decrypt 
ing key corresponding to said encrypting key of said 
computer for the service provider; 

a decrypting section for decrypting said parameter com 
posing said transfer inverse function and said parameter 
composing said permuting inverse function of each 
member that are read out from said matching informa 
tion storing section with said first decrypting key that is 
read out from said decrypting key storing section; 

a first applying section for applying said transfer inverse 
function of each member to the identification informa 
tion of each member in the other group listed in said his 
or her priority list and said his or her identification 
information which are read out from said matching 
information storing section; 

a second applying section for applying said permuting 
inverse function of each member to said his or her 
priority list that is read out from said matching infor 
mation storing section; 

a matching performing section for performing matching 
between said two groups based on said his or her 
identification information and said priority list of all 
members, with said his or her identification information 
and the identification information of each member in 
said other group on said priority list being transferred 
by said plurality of second transfer functions; 

a generating section for generating a plurality of second 
different encrypting keys for each pair obtained as a 
result of the matching; 

a processing section for processing, for each member in 
the two groups, his or her second encrypting key and 
his or her matching result in a state in which they are 
decrypted by only his or her computer for a user based 
on said processing information that is read out in said 
matching information storing section in relation with 
his or her identification information; and 

a sending section for sending said processed second 
encrypting key and matching result of said each mem 
ber for publication. 

18. A method for providing a matching service in a 
computer for a service provider, comprising: 

receiving from each computer for a user of each member 
in two groups who uses the matching service via a 
plurality of mediating computers that mediate informa 
tion sent to the service provider, a set of his or her 
identification information that is transferred by a first 
transfer function that is selected in his or her computer, 
a priority list in which identification information of 
each member in the other group, which is permuted in 
said his or her priority order and transferred by said first 
transfer function, is permuted by a permuting function 
that is selected in said his or her computer, a parameter 
composing a transfer inverse function which is an 
inverse function of said first transfer function, and a 
parameter composing a permuting inverse function 
which is an inverse function of said permuting func 
tion, both of which are encrypted with a first encrypting 
key of said computer for the service provider, and 
processing information to be used in processing a 
matching result in a state in which the result is 
decrypted by only the computer for a person concerned, 
wherein said his or her identification information and 
the identification information of each member in said 
other group that is listed in said priority list are respec 
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tively transferred by a plurality of second transfer 
functions, each of which is selected in each of said 
mediating computers; 

storing said priority list, said parameter composing said 
transfer inverse function and said parameter composing 
said permuting inverse function, and said processing 
information in a matching information storing section 
in relation with his or her identification information for 
said received set for each member; 

decrypting said parameter composing said transfer 
inverse function and said parameter composing said 
permuting inverse function of each member that are 
read out from said matching information storing section 
with a first decrypting key that is kept in said computer 
for said service provider corresponding to said first 
encrypting key of said service provider, 

applying said transfer inverse function of each member to 
said his or her identification information that is read out 
from said matching information storing section; 

applying said transfer inverse function of each member 
and permuting inverse function of each member to said 
his or her priority list that is read out from said 
matching information storing section; 

performing matching between said two groups based on 
said his or her identification information and said 
priority list of all members in the two groups, with said 
his or her identification information and the identifica 
tion information of each member in said other group on 
said priority list being transferred by said plurality of 
second transfer functions; 

generating a plurality of second different encrypting keys 
for each pair obtained as a result of the matching; 

processing, for each member in the two groups, his or her 
second encrypting key and his or her matching result in 
a state in which they are decrypted by only his or her 
computer for a user based on said processing informa 
tion that is stored in said matching information storing 
section in relation with his or her identification infor 
mation; and 

publicizing said processed second encrypting key and 
matching result of said each member. 

19. A mediating program for providing a matching service 
that is performed on each mediating computer of a plurality 
of mediating computers that mediate information sent from 
each computer for a user of each member in the two groups 
who uses the matching service to a computer for a service 
provider, wherein said mediating program causes said medi 
ating computer to perform: 

receiving from each computer for the user of each mem 
ber in the two groups via one or more of the other 
mediating computers, a first set of his or her identifi 
cation information transferred by a first transfer func 
tion selected in his or her computer for the user and 
transferred by a plurality of second transfer functions, 
each of which is commutative to the first transfer 
function of each member and is selected in each of said 
one or more of the other mediating computers, a 
priority list in which the identification information of 
each member in the other group, which is permuted in 
said his or her priority order and transferred by said first 
transfer function and said plurality of second transfer 
functions, is permuted by a permuting function selected 
in his or her computer for the user, a parameter com 
posing a transferring inverse function which is an 
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inverse function of said first transfer function, and a 
parameter composing a permuting inverse function 
which is an inverse function of said permuting func 
tion, both of which are encrypted with a first encrypting 
key of said computer for the service provider and a 
second encrypting key of said one or more of said 
mediating computers other than said other one or more 
mediating computer, and processing information to be 
used for processing the matching result in a state in 
which the result can be decrypted by only computer for 
a user concerned; 

decrypting said parameter composing said transfer 
inverse function and said parameter composing said 
permuting inverse function of said each member 
included in the received first set with a second decrypt 
ing key kept in this mediating computer corresponding 
to said second encrypting key of this mediating com 
puter; 

selecting a third transfer function commutative to the first 
transfer function of each member to transfer said his or 
her identification information of each member and the 
identification information of members in said other 
group that is listed on said priority list of each member; 

transferring said his or her identification information of 
each member and the identification information of each 
member in said other group that is listed on said priority 
list of each member included in said received first set 
by using said selected third transfer function; 

creating a second set of said processed his or her identi 
fication information, said priority list, said parameter 
composing said transfer inverse function and said 
parameter composing said permuting inverse function, 
and said processing information for said received fist 
set of each member, and 

sending it to said computer for the service provider or one 
of said mediating computers which has not mediated 
yet. 

20. A program for a user for providing a matching service 
to said user that is performed on a computer for the user who 
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uses the matching service provided by a service provider, 
wherein said program causes said computer to perform: 

creating a priority list in which the identification infor 
mation of each member in the other group among two 
groups who uses the service is permuted in the priority 
order of said user; 

selecting a permuting function for permuting the order of 
said priority list and a permuting inverse function 
which is the inverse function of said function to apply 
said permuting function to said priority list; 

selecting a transfer function for transferring the identifi 
cation information of each member in said other group 
and the identification information of said user and a 
transfer inverse function which is the inverse function 
of said function to apply said transfer function to the 
identification information of each member listed on 
said priority list and the identification information of 
said user; 

encrypting a parameter composing said permuting inverse 
function and a parameter composing said transfer 
inverse function with a public key of said service 
provider and a public key of a plurality of mediating 
computers that mediate information sent to said service 
provider; 

creating processing information used by said service 
provider for processing a matching result in a state in 
which the result is decrypted by only this computer for 
this user; 

sending a set of said processed identification information 
of said user, said priority list, said parameter composing 
said transfer inverse function and said parameter com 
posing said permuting inverse function, and said pro 
cessing information to one of said plurality of mediat 
ing computers; and 

decrypting the matching result processed based on the 
processing information that is publicized by said ser 
vice provider based on said processing information. 
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